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PR IC E 4 CEN T«

FISH HATCHERY AT MT. VIEW WILL BE ;PROGRAM FOR
SADDLEBACK LAKE READY FOR GUESTS
FRIDAY EVENING
To Build Now Boom Has Reached
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis After Furnish
These Camps.
Prize Speaking Contest N. F. I. S.
ings for New Camps—Ice 33
P. iS. C. at Union Church.
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Inches Thick.

Saddleback Lake Camps, Mar. 25.—
As the ice is loosening up a little
The following program will
be
around tihie shores of the lake and
given at the Union church Friday
(Special to Maine Woods.)
the snow is gradually malting away,
High
Mountain View, Me., March 22nd, evening of this week, the
it makes us think that the
spring
schools
of Raugeley,
Kingfield,
1914.—Today
is
said
to
be
the
first
day
guests will soon be here.
Strong and Phillips, participating:
We have been making repairs and of spring, but it will be some time
MUSIC ’
around
here,
before
it
will
appear
getting a large woodpile foa*
the
PRAYER
spring like, although the weather
coming season.
The boats have all
MUSIC
been put into proper shape
along for the past few weeks has been all
anyone could ask for. The snow has !
*-rom the People,
with lots of other repairs, and tlVe
mostly disappeared and the teams are j
Hazel
Webber
outlook now is that we are going to
beginning to use wagons on the road. I The Chariot Race Wallace,
have a very busy season.
The traveling on the lake is fine and i t :
Dana Tufts
H A T E V E R make of pistol or revolver your ex
The Build Now boom which
the
has been a number of years since they Why Shaffer Did not Play,
pert uses, you are pretty sure to find him shooting
papers have been full of has start
Remington -U M C ammunition.
Noted for over 4 0
have been able to draw the Dig loads of
Phyllis Robertson
years for sure fire, accuracy, precision.
ed us to build one more cabin this wood and lumber as at the present j The Old South and the New,
Rim or center fire—every celibre—revolver, l i s i k abet
season.
We aever nave had s o j tjme The ice is about 33 inches thick. '
Albert Scamman
r eut matic pistol.
The alert dealer iu this community sells them—the R e a many letters from summer visitors The people have had fine sport with
MUSIC
inrtoo-UMC dealer. You will know him by the unfailing
before in tlhe past, at this date.
sign of Sportsmen’s Headquarters—the R ed Ball Mark o f
their ice boats and quite a few autos j The Swan Song,
R em ington-U M C .
There will be improvements made have used the ice for pleasure rides. |Quarrel Scene—Julius Ceasar,
To Weep yout gun cleaned and lubricated right, use
Rem Oil, the new powder solvent, rust preventative, and
|on the buckboard road from here to Dr. Colby made the run from RangeHolman B. Daggett
gun lubricant.
j Dallas this spring so that our guests ley to Oquossoc with his auto in 14 Some of the Birds Attempt
Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge C o ,
! can get in more easily; also some minutes, “ going some.”
2 9 9 Broadway,
New York
to Fly—Wiggin,
j improvements on the short piece of
Hazel E. Rounds
Cliff Hill, the
manager of the
! rough road to Range.iey, and
We C. H. McKenzie Co. Store at Oquossoc Liberty and Union,
think in another year it wild be pea- who was called home by the death of
Vance Oakes
sib lie for automobiles to come
to his father, has returned and was ac
MUSIC
these camps.
companied by his mother, who will re
DECISION OE JUDGES
The Place Where You Can Always Find Unsurpassed Fishing.
This coming fall we are planning side with him through the summer.
Judges:
Professor, G. M. Robin
T IM P O N D C A M P S
to build a small- fish hatchery near
W.
Amos Ellis has a large force at work son, Bates College; Principal,
Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places, Flv and Bait Fishing. Lake and these camps on a small brook that
Farmington
Normal
at Bald Mountain erecting new camps G. Mallett,
would supply it with water
very
Stream Fishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.
to replace the ones recently burned school; Mrs. Nina D. Palmer, Far
handily.
JULIAN K. V IL E S & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Me.
and will have them ready for the spring mington.
In the past seasons it lias been business. Mr. Ellis and wife left to
Tickets will he on sale at 8 o'clock
interesting to our guests and many day for Boston and New York to pur Friday morning.
Raugeley visitors to make the trip chase new furnishings for the camps.
to tfcese camps to the top of Saddle
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, b' th lake and
Miss Ruth W. Hamblen, the popular j
6tteam, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office back mountain where the new tower postmistress has returned to Mountain |
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars is located, which is 39 feet in height View and assumed her duties after
and other information, write
and which was put up by the state
spending the winter months at her 1
ED. G R A N T OSL S O N C O . .
P . O . A d d r e s s , G r a n t ’ s M e . for fire protection last season.
home in Gorham, Maine.
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
Hemon Blackwell.
Many readers of the Maine Woods ]
Weld Youngster Well Thought of
will be sorry to learn of the death of |
DEATH OF EMBERT HENNIGAR
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. A. Schieren of i
by Manager Carrigan.
B A U D M O U N T A I N C A M P S »•“
j
Brooklyn, New York, who were guests
Ejnbert Hennigar who died at his of Mountain View House for many 1
BalcTMountain Camps are situated at the fo o t of Bald Mountain on M ooselookm e:
home, Bradbury Corner,
Freeman, years. Mr. Schieren died March 10th ! Although he did not get. in the
C u n tic L ake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steam boat connections—Auto j
lineup to-day, Ralph Masterman, the
road to cam ps—T eleph one conn ections—T w o mails daily—W rite for free circular.
Sunday afternoon, March 28, was a and his wife March 11th.
I
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’r..
Bald Mountain
Maine
recruit catcher who made such a
resident of Kingfield for twenty
Mr Bowley has secufed the services !
years moving from here about seven of Mr. and Mrs. Homer Barron for the ! fine impression yesterday, again did
years ago to the stand three miles season. Mr. Barren as chef and Mrs. j some fine pegging to bases before
from the village where he has since Barron as baker. Both are well known 1the four-inning contest. This youngs
ter is weil'l thought of by Manager
resided.
Mr. Hennigar w a s'49 years and are artists in their line.
Calrnigan.
of age December 25, and had been
Harry C. Morton, the conductor on
It leaked out to-day that Mastersuffering from tuberculosis for sev the train from Oquossoc to Lewiston
eral years and confined to the house has been confined to the house by ill man was tried out for a few days by
Mountain View , Maine
| for a few months. He was born Ln
Patsy Donovan when he was manag-ness the past few days.
Por fu rth er particulars write or address
Henri gars, Nova Scotia, one of a
W. R. Crowell, superintendent for er of the Red Sox after the return
Sincefamily of sixteen children. He was the American Reality Co , has moved from the trip to the coast.
L. E. B O W L E Y ,
married to Aseneth Haines twenty- into his camp at Oquossoc where he then Masterman has developed rap
He has played several years
seven years ago and came to King- will make his headquarters in the fut idly.
Mountain View,
»
•
»
Mainefor the Kents Hill,
Maine, prep
field to make his home.
He was ure.
Arlie Pillsbury has rented his farm ! school), and was considering going to
never naturail zed.
M,r. Hennigar was a member
of and gone to Dixfield, Me., where he Yale when Carri'gan induced ham to
Gov. King Lodge I. O. O. F. and of has taken a position to care for a Idrge come to Hot Springs and train with
Alhambra Lodge Knights of Pythias farm. He left with his family for the Red Sox.
He weighs 187 pounds and is six
of Kingfieild.
Both Mr. and
Mrs. Dixfield this morning.
His horn© is in
Mr. Bowley has a crew catting up feet in height.
Hennigar have been hard working
people and have been cared
for his wood pile, about 100 cords. Mr Weild, Me.,, a fine lumber district.
during the past few months by Mrs. and Mrs. Bowley are busy getting Much swinging of an axe lias given
Sadie Goldsmith in the employ of ready for spring and every thirg will b" Masterman a fine pair of shoulders
in shape as usual as soon as the ice and strong arm®.
Last summer, as
the
Odd Fellows.
LAKES
AND
DEAD
RIVER
REGION
THE RANGELEY
leaves
the lake and they will be ready a. member of the Livermore
Falls
The near relatives are hiis
wife
to look after the comfort and welfare team l:e lied the Androscoggin Valley
who
is
very
low
with
tuberculosis,
offers many attractions to the FISHERMEN. The num
league with a batting average
of
mother Mrs. Hennigar of Nova of any and all guests who may come.
erous Lakes, Ponds and Streams in this territory are aScotia,
F. G. P.
.412.—Boston Post.
sdeters, Mrs. Ethel Brad
well stocked and a continuous supply of fish is provided ley of New Vineyard, Mrs. Rachel
for by wise laws, well enforced. This region is easily Lander of Kingfield, brothers, George
Hennigar of EJustis, Thomas HennigaT
reached in one day from Boston.
of Portland, and several brothers
will make no mistake by arranging for your SPRING and sisters in Nova Scotia.
TRIP to any of these waters. A descriptive booklet 1The funeral was held from tbe
Baptist church. Kingfield,
Tuesday
with good map, free on application.
at 2-p. m., the pastor, Rev. C. J.
F. N. BEAL,
General Manager,
Phillips, Maine. Longley officiating.
The
services
were in charge of the Odd PedQofws
and the bearers were Robert Vance,
of I. iL. Eldridge, Elmer Davis, Harry
Come tomy house:—A real hom e nest.
¡general laiw during the months
Just under Mount B igelow 's lofty crest,
F. B. Hutchins was funeral
«you want fiishing, hunting:, health and rest
i February and March in such Lakes, Berry.
Please put my statem ents to the test.
director. Interment was in Sunnyside
«you come just once, y o u ’ll find it true.
ponds and rivers in Kennebec coun cemetery of this place.
We have them all. and m ore, to offer you;
Now don't get worried,—You can 't get blue
In the center o f " G o d ’s own C ou n try ".
ty as are not closed to ice fishing,
HOTEL BLANCHARD.
E. H. GROSE. Prop, jwill cease with the closing of the
STRATTON M AINE.

'A w m

Used bj leading experts for more than 40 yean

W

Ed. (1 r a n t ’ s K e n n e b a g o C a m p s

DID SOME FINE
PEGGING TOMASES

Mountain View House j

SPRING FISHING
Will Soon Be Here

HEALD POND CAMPS

You
PISHING

month of March.

PRIVILEGES WILL

CEASE APRIL 1ST

Whale quite

number o,f white perch have /
|taken in some of the ponds

a

been
in the

THE COBURNS GO
TO MIDDLE DAM

Edward Cobum and wife and Jack
Burgess and wife left Andover for
that the Middle Dam the first of the
been j weej{
Mr. and Mrs. Burgess will'
I twork for Mr. Cobum this summer.

vicinity of Augusta, during the past
twp month®, it is not learned

The additional ice fishing privilege many troait or salmon have
"W-hich has been in effect under the caught.

LRED HENDERSON, Prop,,

Jackman, AAaine
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CHASE’S POND
TO BE CLOSED
York Shore Water Company Will
Forbid Fishing and Boating
No longer will the disciple of Isaac
Walton {be allowed to coax the finny
denizens of the deep in Ohase’s pond
to the surface, because the York
Shore Water Company has decided
to forbid fishing in. the lake. The
announcement of this new
ruling
frill come as a blow to those wlto
have enjoyed the fishing in the lake,
partioulaTliy plckereli fishing through
thie ice in the winter.
Ohase’s pond is the water supply
of the town, aind the company has
decided to take advantage of
the
law governing such mat tens and pre
vent any possible danger of the pol
lution. of the waters.
It Is a hand
some sheet of water, and those who
have made it a practice to use ■a
boat upon the lake also come under
the ban, ais the company will alQow
no boats other then those authoriz
ed by them, to sail upon the lake.
The following communication, and ab
stract of the llaw, comes direct from
the company, and is self explanat
ory:
WATER COMPANY NOTICE

In accordance with, the suggestions
of aill the sanitary inspectors
em
ployed by the town the Directors ct
this Company have adopted the fol
lowing rule relating to Chase’s Pond,
its water supply.
o
Hereafter no boats of any kind
will be allowed on the ice of said

WOODS,

Chaise’s Pond except such, as may be
placed there by this company
and
for its own purposes^.
No
teams
'wil be allowed. on the ice of said
pond, and no fishing wiilLI be allliowed
through the ice of said pond.
In this connection the Company
ca fc particular attention to Section
1, of Chapter 129 of the Revised
Statutes of Maine, which reads as
follows :
“ Chapter 129, Section 1 Whoever
knowingly and wilfully poisons, de
files or in any way corrupts the
waters of any well, spring,
brook,
Jake, pond, river or reservoir, used
for domestic purposes for man or
beast, or knowingly corrupts
the
source of the water supply of any
water company, or of any city
or
town, supplying its inhabitants With
water, or the tributaries of
said
sources of supply in such manner
as to affect the purity of the water
sc supplied, or knowingly defiles such
water in any manner, whether the
same be frozen or not, or puts the
carcass of any dead animal or other
offensive material into said waters,
c-r upon the ice thereof, shall be pun
ished by a fine not exceeding one
thousand dollars, or by imprisonment
not exceeding one year.”
York Shore Water Company.

BRING HOME
SOME PICKEREL
A party of Augusta fishermen in
which were Leonee Job in, Ernest
Gagne and Joseph. Lousier has re
turned from a. trip to Long
pond,
Jefferson, where they had good luck
and brought home a string of
13
handsome pickerel!.

Designed by an old experienced trapper, upon true scientific principles.
Contains compartment for live bait. All working parts inside of trap.
The trip action is adjustable to any desired tension.
GATGfA ’ EM A L I V E A N D M A K E M O R E MONE Y

TRAPPERS SUPPLY COMPANY
B © X W , 0 3 K PARK, ILL.

Are You Coming
To Maine This Summer
Many more are com
ing this yeaT than ever
before.
Our Information Bur
eau tells you where to
go and how to get there
absolutely free of charge.
Write today and make
sure of accommodations.

Maine Information Bureau
P hillips, - M a in e

P H IL L IP S ,

M A I N E , A P R I L 1, 1915.

caught by a guest during the season,
and Mrs. Vain Voorhees, who came
to Braden town, an invalid, two montb.0
ago, has found the wonderful
lifegiving air of the pimey woods
and
the salt seas and the diversions of
Ramona Sailor Is Short on Knowl land and water so enchanting and ex
hilarating that she has taken on
edge, Says Haskell
strength and weight and hope and
---------------j courage, and tine spirit of the HooFrom the Evening Journal, Braden-: slier gird of years ago.
town, Fla.., of February date,
we
------ —
clip the following:
i
John M. Hughes, Palma Sola, gave
Gapt. G. R. Van Voorhees and Mrs. |tlue £ir&t of a series of entertainments
Van Voorhees of Indianapolis, Inxl., ! yesterday at his retreat, “ Johnlda,’
sojourners at the Manavista,
who by the bay, when he entertained a
are to depart from, the delightsome P^ty of eight of the
Manavista
Land of Manatee on Monday, invited guests at an informal picnic which
a company of kindred spirits to take was greatly enjoyed by the visitors.,
a goodbye voyage on their launch Ra Who ate responsible for the suggesition that the picnic was the first
mona, yesterday.
The Captain and Mrs.
Voovlieas of a delightful and pleasurable and
are good sailors and can navigate the exquisite series.
The euphonious name, “ Johnida,”
salt seas that environ Bra den town
was
given the pretty bungalow by the
with, tli,e skill of seasoned tars, whom

HOTEL GUESTS
“ SEEIN’ THINGS”

the factory cartridges compared with
the cost of reloaded cartridges,
ing in detail the cost of prioned
shells, cost of powder, cost of bu!
lets ready made, cost of bullets vjlen
you make them yourself, etc. yjj
information in this book is essential,
ly accurate and rel labile and it will
certainly make the average shooter
sj.t up and take notice when, lie see«
what a surprisingly big saving caa
be effected by reloading his ahellle
Tji© book shows that the .22 Savage
High Power cartridges usually sold
to the consumer at' $3.42 per hua.
dred, can be reloaded with, a diarge
that compares very favorably with
the factory load,, at an expens© of*
62 cents per 100.
The .25-20 high
velocity factory cartridges cost $1,7$
per 100; you can reload them with a
mighty saisfactory load at an ex
pense of only 59 cents.. Tine .25.35
and .25-36 factory cartridges sell at
$2.97 per 100; they can he reloaded
for high power requirements at 79
cents per 100.
The .30-30 and .303
factory cartridges sell lor $3.42 per
100; you can reload the empty shells
and have 100 first class 1urtridgw
for 97 cents.

its
« M » on t pittoresque
b ï Jota M- " t a li •** ton‘ied
scenery of the shores of Manatee from, Beaver Falls, Pa., to take lip
which they seek.
When they want life in primitive style without any
women around to boss the job. Since
fish they like to take Herman
C.
the “ Quaker” became a “ Cracker”
Tuttle, of Indianapolis along as pilot.
Guests at the Manavista aver that lie has acquired amazing skill, in the
The book shlows how by the use
r. Tuttle has forgotten moire about work of wrestling stelw kettles and
Ihe channel of the“ winding Manatee frying pans ha* learned how to swing of modem reloading tools anyone can
than Mark Twain ever knew about his table to the ceiling so as to baf cast perfect bullets, exactly suited
the devious ways of the Mississippi, fle the attacks of ants and how suc- to his particular rifle or pistol; and
hard after the bullet is made it is an
and that he knows where the finny cesisfuiiy to trail the elusive
she©
crab
to
its
lair.
extremely simple matter to prepare
fishes dart like tangled chains
of
Tllie party which went to “ Johnida.” the cartridges, as it is only necessary
silver in the depths of the shim
yesterday comprised Mrs. E. C. RuM- to expel the old primer, seat dm
mering waters.
man
and daughter Miss
Beatrice, new primer, insert powder charge
Anyway, when its fish they want
they like to take the Hoosaer who Baltimore; Mrs. Robert Lefferts-, place bullet in end of shell and crimp
Island;
Henry
Rreyoert, the shell on to the bullet, all of
fished along the banks of the Wa Long
bash, along.
He acted as pilot on Long Island; Henry Haskell, Wake these operations being performed in
the trip yesterday, which was
his field, Mass.; Mrs. John Westway, H. a single, sample and inexpensive set
100 cartridges like the
last for the season, as le , too, wiTll C. Tuttle and Geo. Q. Bruce, of the of tools.
.32-40 high, ponfoer can be reloadetEjin
depart on Monday fer ills home in Manavista.
half an Lour, and where the new fac
Indianapolis.
NEW IDEAL HAND BOOK
tory .32-40 H. P. cartridge cost $3.43
Manavista guests nearly always
pea* 100, the 100 shells can be re“ see things” when out on the won
Tlh,e new Ideal Hand Book (No. 25) loaded with factory bullets and have
derful exploring trips they take in
The many thousands the same identical powder chargee
to woodland wilds or briny
deep. is now ready.
of
shooters
who
know
the Ideal Hand and primers as in the new shells for
Yesterday th© Manavista fishermen
You save $2.07 while enjoy
discovered a company of poachers Bock wilH write for a. copy of the $1.35.
ing on© of the most pleasant and in
in an open boat taking captive
a new edition at once.
For the benefit of these shooters teresting half-hours of your shooting,
large pelican which appeared to be
stranded and beached as it were, in who have not been so fortunate as experiences.
to have a copy of the Ideal
Hand
It woud take more space than we
the waters off Manavista beach.
The crew of the launch Ramona Book in t/be past, we are pleased to can afford to use to even mention
steamed up to go to the rescue o f , state that •‘The Ideal Hand Book many other interesting features of
the helpless bird and to give
the ^
Useful Information for Shoot- th© Ideal Hand Book, and so we say
cruel hunters a “ piece of
their erS’ £s a I,air&e 160 page book issued simply—get a copy and look it over
mind,”
jeach year by The Marlin Firearms for yourself.
Any man who shoots
On approaching the open boat Co. and famished without charge or considerably with rifle, pistol or
where they could witness the strug- obligation to any shooter sufficiently shotgun will certainly find it to his
glles of the hunters and the
bird,: interested to send three stamps pos- advantage to read the book through
tbe Ramona crelw and passengers j ta'Se for the book.
The
principal carefully for it contains full infor
were rewarded by seeing one of the PurPose of the book is to show that mation regarding powders,
bullets,
boatmen, by sheer strength, relieve! £h<e modern cartridge is a
simple primers and reloading tools for ail
the mammoth pouch, of the pelican thing that any intelligent
shooter standard rifle, pisted and shotgun
of a fish, which it had tried to swo/1-, using proper tools and good judgment ammunition, revised right up-todat.
i low. getting it Lodged where it could |can reload his riffle, pistol, and shot- and thoroughly reliable as it is issued
i not he budged up ot down. It was &un ammunition understanding^. He by The Marlin Firearms Co., mak
so heavy a lload that the bird was can adapt his loads exactly to his ers of the world famous Marlin re
unable to fly or swim.
j particular gun and his special
:*e- peating riffles and sihotguns.
Tbie' Manavista crowd a.ver
that Quirements and enjoy a “ hobby ’
Send three stamps postage to-day
the ugly bird grinned as it flew a- j that increases the efficiency of gun tp The Marlin Firearms Co., 33
way after delivering the big fish to ar|d ammunition and cuts down bis Willow St., New Haven, Conn., and
its captors.
Ishooting expenses considerably.
get your copy.
Henry Haskell, of Wakefield, M ass.1 Tt contains a world of useful ini was a member of the party. He is formation for shooters.,
answering
“THE FISHERMAN’
so speedy a fisherman that he likes folly and clearly such questions as
the services of a helper or two to “ What is a caliber or gauge?
(Written for Maine Woods.)
take the finny beauties from
has “ What is tire diameter of bore
in
For
plain simple lying con anyow
jll00,k.
the various rifles?” “ Wibat
is Uhe
matoli
Yesterday he accepted the tendered twist of rifling in any stand a.»d rai
ser vices of Captain Van Voorhees a*
“ What are th© ballistics
of Th© follow who tells yc*i about kis
big catch,
his side partner in the contest for the various cartridges?” etc. It exhonors as a fisherman.
Mr. Haskell Pains how powder to bought and how Teills just bow lie landed after ter
rible fight
succeeded in landing a number of measured for use in rifles rtnd s h o tprizes, but discovered that the Cap- suns, telling how many cartridges Th© big on© that took him. fro®
morn until night,
tain in the excitement incident to 05te pound of powder will load with
And
then of the dandy that got clean
handling the bag ones had
thrown any tU'Veai charge; gives tables reaway,
, them overboard with, one hand whole ducting drams to grains, tallies
of
: with the other he gavie the book and primers, bullets and powders, thow- Twas by far the largest damn ft*
of the day.
j line a toss toward the deck
where ir S cleanly just what powder, p.rimj the fish, were supposedto repose.
er> bullet,etc., to use for
any rifl’ie Then the whale that lie teUis of that
busted his tackle,
Mr.Haskell! said last
nightthat or pistol..
It illustrates,
tells how
|his friend, the Captain, was all right t- oast, and gives the diameter and Don’t that make you want to just
stand up and cackle.
las a sailor, but that be
couldn’t weight of the round halite for use in
|know less about fi.sOi.ing if be had shotguns, explains bow they are lond- Can you beat him, or tie him! I
Itried a111! has life with a man to help ea and shows what results can be j rather guess not;
He can outlie “ Ananias” and ought
ihim.
secured.
to be sliot.
Carleton Van Voorhees of the HooTo answer the inquiry “ Does
it
sier tourist family, enjoys the record P*Y to reload shells,” there
are So a reply* to this query, I very
much wish;
at the Manavista for the largest trout tables showing the actual, cost
of
Are all) fishermen Liars; or do aK
liars fish?
New York, March, 1915

ARE

YOU

GOING

TO BOSTON ?
Young
women
g o in g
to
Boston to w o r k or stu d y,
a n y la d y g o in g to B oston fo r
p le a s ur e or on a s h o p p in g
t r i p w i t h o u t m a l e e s c o r t will
find t h e

Franklin Square
House
a d e l i g h t f u l place to stop. A
H o m e - H o t e l In t h e h e a r t , of
Bo s to n e x c l u s i v e l y f o r w o 
men.
630 r oom s, s a f e , c o m 
f o r t a b l e c o n v e n i e n t of access,
price s r e a s o n a b le .
For p ar
t i c u l a r s and pr ice s a dd re ss

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., Il E. Newton St.. Boston, Mass.

TAXIDERMISTS
G. W. PICKEL,
TAXIDERMIST
Dealer in Sporting- Goods, Fishing TaekJ».
Indian Moccasins. Baskets and Souvenirs.
RAMGfeLEY.
MAW»

“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world ov*»r for excel'
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. GETCH ELL CO.,
Monmouth,

-

Vm*
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and just across the line iu
New silver.
But at its present Hour price ney swift is one of the most abund
Brunswick.
In Waite plantation, in it is not thouglit the game would be ant and best-known birds of eastern
Hodgdon and Linneus there are im worth the candle.-—Bangor News.
United States.
With troops of Oiledmense quantities of it, and expert-1
glings catching their winged prey
ments have shown it to be workable
as they go and lodging by night in
to a high, degree.
The chemical an
tall chimneys, the flocks drift slowly
alysis of this iron from Waite and
south joining with other bands, until
nearby points shows water six per
on the northern coast of the Gulf of
cent; silica, 8.8 per cent; peroxide
Mexico they become an innumerable
of iron, 76.80 per cent; oxide
of
host.
Then they disappear. Did they
magnesia, 8.25.
This totals
99.80
drop into the water or hibernate in
per cent, the balance being grit that Bird More Economical of Energy the mud, as was believed of old, their
is evaporated in crucible analysis.
obliteration co-ulld not be more com
Real tobacco flavor depends upon the leaf being pre
Than Best Aeroplane
By reduction process tills gives 53
plete.
In the last week in March
served in its natural state, possible only by pressing the
per cent of pure iron, which
will
a joyful1 twittering far overhead an
leaves into plug form and keeping it in by covering it
work out 50 per cent in bar iron or
Washington, D. C., March.—There nounces their return to the
Gulf
with a natural leaf wrapper. The natural flavor and
60 per cent in cast Iron, thus pro is an aerial machine far more econ coast, but their hiding place during
strength o f tobacco escape w hen cut or granulated.
ducing an Iron that is fully equal to omical of energy than the best aero the intervening five months is still/
the best quality of limestone to fur plane invented, and that is the bird the swift’s secret.
Take a Plug o f Sickle that is even thoroughly dried
nish. the flux; also an abundance of known as the golden plover.
This
out so that w hen you whittle it off it crumbles into dust,
wood to furnish the charcoal
and bird, according to the United States
but it will b u m and smoke smooth and cool as it has all
even a deposit of gritty red sand Department of Agriculture’s new bull
. f its original tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in
stone suitable to build the furnaces letin (No. 185) on “ Bird Migration,”
that will hold the iron for smelting. can fly 2,400 miles without a stop,
Plug Form .
quite
48
There is a vast amount of bog iron making the trip in not
W hittling a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid
ore in New Limerick and
nearby. hours, and using only two ounces of
in 1oth quality and quantity. T r y this experiment and
A
This bog ore is nature’s way of fuel in the shape of body fat.
jujge for yourself.
making iron.
It originated in the thousand-pound aeroplane, if as eco
form of pyrites but through the de nomical of fuel, would consume in a Bangor Has Some of the Best In
composition process through expos 20-mile flight not the gallon of gas
3 O unces
S lic e i t a s
the United States
ure to the air the copper and sul oline required by the best machines
Tine fact
phur have been decomposed
out but only a. single pint.
leaving the pure iron as a residue. that tlie screw propeller of the aero
Till at was the kind of ore that made plane has no lost motion, while tine
Bangor, Me., March 20.—That BomKataJhdin iron Works famous in year to-and-fro motion of the bird’s wings
gone by.
It is also the same kind appears to be an uneconomical way gor boasts some of tlie finest Shots
fact in the United States has just been
that was worked a t New field
and of applying power makes the
S hapLeigh.
regarding fuel seem even more proven by the splendid victory of the
Bangor Rifle Giuib, which has won
The report shows deposits of iron strange.
the championship of Class B. of the
Even
the
little
humming
bird
can
in workable quantities in the plac
es named, also in A r gyle, Clinton, do better than the aeroplane, for in National! Rifle Association in compei
of tition with 11 other rifle teams in
Williamsburg, Blue. Him,
Lebanon, its migration across the Gulf
Bangor
Union, and small deposits at Canton Mexico it files over 500 miles in a all parts of the country.
'worn
10
of
tlie
11
shoots,
and
made
single
night.
Nearly
all
birds,
in
and in Paris, Saco and Thomaston.
mines which existed on paper and al The last two have been worked to a fact, show in their soaring and sail an average of.984 for the series, a
so on the face of the earth
and
slight extent.
Other points where ing that they aTe proficient in the showing that clearly entities the club
underneath it to a certain
extent. more might be found by hunting a- use of several factors in the art of to Class A standing for next year.
Previous to that, back in the late round for it, are Bristol, Bucksport, fiying that have not yet been mast The club stands seventh in. the entire
its
50’s there was an effort made to do Dixfield, Dover, Farmington, Green ered either in principle or practice United States, and three of
something with some of Maine's
modern members are among the 25 leading
wood, Jay, Liberty, Rum-ford, Wins by the most skillful of
minerals, and but for the outbreak
aviators.
A vulture or a
crane, sharpshooters of the entire nation.
Report of Iron Deposits at Jewell’s of the Civil war which upset a great low and at Marsha 11 s Island.
The average for every man in the
It is remarked by a noted metal after a few preliminary wing beats,
many plans aaid found new channels lurgist that without doubt every one sets its wings and mounts in wide team was- 196 4-5, which will be rec
Island Starts Talk of State’s
for aiLI of the money that anybody of these deposits could be worked sweeping circles to a great height, ognized by all riflemen as excellent
Mineral Wealth.
could raise, it would have been en to-day at a handsome profit by rea overcoming gravity with no exertion shooting.
The members’ of
the
tirely possible to have opened and son of the improved methods of man apparent to human vision even when club are E. M. Sylvester, Dr. L. S.
The story about the iron mine at worked some of the mines then. In ufacture whereby the residues that assisted by the most powerful teles Chi-Lcott, L. W. Somers, Dr. F. H.
Gordon, Langdon S. Ohilicott, Jr.,
Jewelia Island, Casco bay, has start asmuch a® most of them were not were once lost aire now convertible copes.
opened and worked then they never into merchantable by products to say
The Carolina rail, or sora,
has W. A. McDonald, George T. Boiwden,
ed ail over again the talk about the have been since, and the mineral
nothing of the much closer ability to small short wings apparently illi- Dr. Montana Famkam and George
mineral Hkfcth of Maine, and the wealth is still' lying ready for use.
adapted to protracted flight, and or Emery.
David Reid,, asisistant sec
produce iron itself from ores.
great jwMftdit ios for doing
some
A recent reading of the report of
I .read was once produced at Luibec dinarily when forced to fly does so retary of the Y. M. C. A., is the
started in large and paying quantities, and reluctantly and alights as soon
as judge.
thin# with it.
This sort of thing that old time survey has
It flies with, such awk
The cubs wlioi participated, in or
goes by fits anxl starts, and
per much speculation as to what might there was a reduction plant
there possible.
be done.
that was of considerable proportions wardness and apparently becomes so der of finishing, were Bangor, Mari
haps it is about time again for an
quickly exhausted that at least one on,, 1st Missouri, Qisbolt, Hopkins,
Maine, of course, is rich in gran and capacity.
other swing of the pendulum, and
that Milwauk ee, Wavelan d, Water t own,
ite, slate, limestone and marble to
Lead has also been found at Par- writer has been led to infer
another boom for Maine mines. There a certain extent, although not
so sonsfield, Dexter and Corinna. The most of its migration must be made N. Y'., Tacoma, Swiss, Hoosder and
are many men yet living and active much so as to
marble as other deposit at Dexter is in the form of on foot; the facts aTe, however, that Youngstown.
States.
These
four
industries have gangue, a blend of galena, iron and the Carolina rail has one of the long
Vho well remembered the last one,
The club was fortunate in securing
est migration routes of the
whole
been
worked
for
a
long
time
and copper pyrites.
that of about 35 years ago when many
permission to use thie big and roomy
rail family and easily crosses
the
are well known and need no further
attic in the Y. M. C. A. building as
Zinc and copper have been found
ot them were bitten by stock spec
reference.
Fortunes
have
been together at Parsonsfield, Campobel- wide reaches of the Caribbean Sea.
-a shooting gallery, and installed two
ulation in thfe Bine Hill and other made in Maine granite and limestone
The popuar belief that birds under
distinct ranges, one for prone shoot
lo, West Quoddy Head and at Cutler.
ordinary circumstances find ocean
and there is much to he done in
ing, and tlie other for off
hand
Tin has been found in slight quan
Mjaine slate.
Feids-par is also a tities at Bine Hill, at Par’s on Mt. flight wearisome, and that after lab shooting.
Three man may be ac
SANDY RIVER S RANGELEY
the
well known Maine product being used Mica and in some few other pflaces oring with tired wings' across
commodated on the prone range, and
seeminglty endless waste they sink
in the making of beautiful pottery that are in a more or less
four on tih|© off hand range, which
direct
LAKES RAILROAD
exhausted on reaching land, is disand porcelain, u.nd for this purpose line between Paris and Blue Hill.
makes a splendid arrangement, and
proven by facts, according to the
it cannot be equalled. Milky quartz
far better than anything had in the
TIME TABLE
Manganese and arsenic have been
It seems rather that
from some parts of Maine, and sand found, the former at Dodge’s moun new pamphlet.
¡past.
In Effect, December 14th, 1914.
from other parts can be and in fact tain in Thomaston, at Blue Hill, in the powers of locomotion with which
One handicap lias been- the small
has been used in the making of Paris, in Dover, at Mt. Agamenticus nature has endowed many birds are
ness of the club, and the members
so
wonderful
that
under
normal
con
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm- flint glass and bottles, although not in York county on the east branch
larger,
ditions they can easily cross the say that if the club were
la?ton for Phillips, Rangeley. and Kingfield. at to such a large extent as is easily
of the Penobscot, at Hodgdon, Lin
U5 P. ii.. and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pasand with more mien to select from,
Gulf
of
Mexico
at
its
Widest
point
•anger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.56 A. M. possible provided anybody wSnts to
neus and Waite.
«nd from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10
and even pass without pause over the showing would have been- still
start it.
PM.
Arsenic has been found at Blue
Next- year, it is hoped to
the low swampy coastal plain
to better.
The old survey report says there Hill, Fairfield, Thomaston, Owls Heal
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 9.35 A . M and leaves
obtain
a
larger
membership, and thus
the higher territory beyond. So little
«t 11.00 A. M.
is little copper in Maine, although near Rockland, Newfield, Greenwood.
have two teams, with ten men to
averse
are
birds
to
an
ocean
flight
8TR0NG PASSENGER
T R A IN S leave for there are indications that the veins These two have been found in paying
that many fly from eastern Texas to qualify on the teams instead of five
ftrmtagton, at 6.23 A. M. and 1.37 P. M. For
of quantities, and there is a movement
Phillips at 12.37 P. M . and fo r Phillips and of copper that are to the north
the Gulf coast of southern
Mexico- as at present.
jrtngeley at 5.47 P. M. and fo r Kingfield at 5.50 P. us in the Province of Quebec
and now on foot to get at some of the
though, this 400 males of water jour
or. the slopes of the mountains, ex manganese which may develop into
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
ney hardly shortens the distance of
1137 P. M. and 5.47 P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25 tend
over into the regions to the a real mining industry.
travel; by an hour’s- flight.
Thus
P. M.
north in the big woods above
the
Gold was first discovered in Maine, birds avoid the hot, treeless plains
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 8.40
A M. and from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M.. and from limits of civilization., and also north in Madrid, by an old time California
and scant provender of
southern
Vvinington at H.45 A. M. Leaves fo r Phillips at
of the line of the Canadian Pacific miner in 1854.
It has since been Texas by a direct flight from the
L40 P. M. and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
found all along the Sandy and Swift moist, insect-teeming
PHILLIPS PASSENGER TRAIN S leave for railaload.
forests
of
There are outcroppings of lead, river, showing that there is a gold northern Texas to a similar country
Farmington at 6.00 A . M. and 1.15 P. M. For
“•ngeley at 6.15 P- M.
zinc and copper and some spots, just deposit somewhere up in the hills .in southern Mexico.
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
Fishing Conditions at Bangor Pre
11.56. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangeley at enough to lead to the belief
that whence these river» come, and that
U.20. M.
is is washed down by disintegration WHERE
there is more yet to he discovered.
DO BIRDS GO WHEN
MIXED TRAIN leaves fo r Farm ington at 7.30
sent Favorable Aspect
Gold has been “ pan
The pyriteriferouis schist rock con of the rocks.
THEY MIGRATE?
A. M. Rangeley 2.20 P. M. and arrives from
ned”
in
Swift
river,
also
in.
Sandy
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A . M.
cerning which something was said
KANGELEY PASSENGER TR A IN S leave for recently as being the basis for the river, and it is said that the total
Everybody knows that birds when
h«rmington a* 10.40 A. M. and arrives at 8.00 P. old mine on Jewell’s Island, lias been output of Maine gold has been
not they migrate in the fall generally
Fishing conditions at Bangor just
This lias
been “ go South,” but knowledge is seldom
traced from a point near Prout’s far from $15,000.
i now present a rather more favorable
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 3.45
Neck straight across country through spread over more than 60 years of more specific.
Tine
Department’s j
than almost at any time last
F. M. and leaves at 7.30 A . M.
Is time and many miles of territory.
8ALEM PASSENGER T R A IN leaves at 1.00 Cape Elizabeth and on Diamond
new bulletin brings out the fact that y6a)r
Several square tail trout have
Silver has not been found at the while some birds go to Florida or
P- M. for Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M.
land, and then again on
Jewell’s
been caught in the Penobscot since
The olid report says this time this report was made, and some the West Indies or Mexico, others the ice went out and suckers have
KINGFIELD PASSENGER T R A IN leaves fo r Island.
j%elow at 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P. M. F o r Farm- rock was washed up by the ocean of those who were bitten in the min
such, as the bobolink and rice bird appeared, the first having command
toBton at 12.40 P. M.
in small pieces, bears a strong re ing schemes referred to as having go as far South as Paraguay and the ed the huge sum of 15 cents. The
BIGELOW PASSENGER TR A IN leaves for
ago southern part of Brazil.
semblance to anthracite coal,
and been started about 35 years
prospects for sialllmon fishing are said
fctmington at 10.50 A. M. Arrives from K ing®«ldat 10.00 A. M.
has given rise to many false hopes claim none has been found since. But
to be more favorable than for years.
F. N. BEAL. Gen’ l Manager,
of coal deposits along the
coast. it is well known that traces of sil MYSTERIOUS DISAPPEARANCE OF The season will open April 1, and
Phillips, Maine.
This may account for the mystery ver have been found all along the
CHIMNEY SWIFT.
as the river is nearly free from ice,
Hill
of Small Point, although the report coast, especially in the Blue
the
spring risie about over and the
Whenever you write to one of our was made many years before there region and thereabouts.
Well in
Much bias been learned about bird water already very clear, a good
advertisers, don’t forget to mention were any rumors of coal at Small formed people say that if there was
catch is Hooked for in the
early
Maine Woods.
It is important to
ever any reason why they should, migration but much yet remains to
Point.
fishing.
A fine salmon, was caught
be
learned
and
the
following
is
one
y°u to do so; important to us and
Maine is rich in iron of a cer practical silver people could easily
of the most curious and interesting last year within a few hours after
It lias been found
in di°- out and start the Maine mines,
advertiser naturally wants to tain kind.
of the unsolved problems. Tlie chim- the law went off.
huge quantities in Aroostook county and they could get out some good
frriw where you found his name.

Where Y o t W a n t a T h in g Done
RIG HT, Do it Y O U R S E L F ’

FLY 2400 MILES
WITHOUT STOP

SOME GOOD
MARKSMEN

TIME FOR MINING
BOOM IN MAINE

SEVERAL SQUARE
TAILS CAUGHT

M A IN E

4

W OODS,

P H IL LIP S ,

M A I N E , A P R I L 1, 1915.

MAINE WOODS | IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
ISSUED WEfi&LY

J. W. B rackett Co.

FEDERATED CHURCH

Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pastor.
Calendar for week ending
April
10.

PhüliiM, Maine

(war.)
Salem—George E. WiLlis to Edgar
Wills, land $1 vail. con. (quit).
Temple—Mary' E. Brooks to Em
mons L. Smith, land and buildings
$1 val. con. (w ar.);
Timothy t
Chandler et a!., land, $1 val. con
(w ar.); Albert T. Smith to Wiliam
C. Sampson, land and buildings, ft
val. con. (¡war.)
Weld—Orletus Phillips to T. a
Wyman, land and buildings, $1 vaj
con., (war.)
Rangeley—Laura1 F. Meader to
John Dodds et ah, land and buildinga, $1 val. con. (war.)
Kingfield—O. C. Dodbier to Mrs.
Charles F. French, land, $1 val.
con. (war.)

Very interesting meetings are be
Sunday, April 4. Easter Sunday.
At the sale Saturday, April 3rd,
Sermon,
food, ice cream, candy and a table ing held by North Franklin Grange. 10.45—Morning worship.
L. 8. BRACKETT,
“ Forever with the Lord.”
Com
of fancy articles will be on sale.
Last Saturday a good program was
Busmeos Manager
munion service. 12.10—Sunday school
B. E. Webber was in Portland on i
enjoyed consisting of the following:
7.30—People’® service
Music
by
business first of the week.
Singing, quartet; newspaper
clip Choral Club. Addres®, “ Seeking the
OUTING EDITION
Mrs. Hattie Hoyt is in very poor
pasos .............................................. $LM per year
pings, members;
reading,
Clafa Best.”
„
, : | |iiJ jl
health.
LOCAL EDITION
Monday, Apri 5: 7.30—Business
French; Question:
Resolved, That
12 and 16 p a g e s ............ .................... S1-&* Per year
Mrs. Bert Rideout visited in Far
Canadian, Mexican. Cuban and Panama aufe- mington recently.
the telephone is a luxury
rather meeting jf Federated church.
Thursday, April 8: 7.30—Prayer
a îrtption 30 canta extra. Foreign subscription
than
a
necessity,
affirmative,
Dana
Mrs. John Shepard has been quite
d cents extra.
meeting.
“ Our Duties Toward God,’
Sweet, Martha Jewett; neg.,
Tresill.
Deut. 6: 5 and Mark 12:30.
sie
Carroll,
Charles
Pinkbam;
read
Entered as second class matter. January XL
Mrs. Cora Stinchfield is nursing
MS9. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
Mrs.
Harold Libby.
Mrs. Libby’s ing, Rose Campbell; singing, quartet.
the A ct o f March 3. 1879,
of METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH
mother, Mrs. Nelson, has returned The question resulted in favor
the
negative
side,
that
the
telephone
home.
Ï 4 o Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire
Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
Miiss Bessie Crowell is the guest was a necessity, and th© arguments
state ot Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. CarnpHis Answe- Was Correct,
Sunday, April 4.—Eajster Sunday.
i ig and Outing news, and the Franklin county of Miss Belle Adams in Wilton this rwere fine on both sides. There was
Papa (concealing something in hla
Morning
worship,
10.45.
Sermon,
a
good
attendance
at
th©
meeting
lo rally.
week.
hand)—“ Willie, can you tell me what
Maine Woods solicits communications and Sab
Miss Mona Loomis of Rangeley lias and an enjoyable afternoon was pas “ The Joy of Easter.” Sainday school, it is with head on one side and tab
and game photographs from its readers.
sed.
12.
Epworth League, 7.
Subject, on the other?” Willie (triumphantly)
Whan ordering the address o f your paper been the guest of Mrs. Stanley BlaisTlhe Dramatic company of Madrid “ The Promise of Immortality.” Lead- — “ Oh. J, know! It’s a rooster on a
changed, please give the old as well as new dell this week.
address.
Mrs. Susan Thibodeau of Rangeley came to Phillips last Thursday even !er, Mrs. Raymond Ross. Prayer and fence?”—-Judge.
“The praise service, 7.30.
has been at the Hilton House this ing and repeated th© play,
Pliummer Breach of Promise Case,”
Thursday, April 8.— Mid week pray
week
and
called
on
friends.
Higher Pleasure.
THURSDAY, APRIL 1, 1915.
which
they
lia/ve
given
at
Strong,
er
meeting, 7.30.
I. W. Mitchell of Rangeley is do
"My dear, every woman ought to
The
play
ing papering and painting and put Rangeley and Madrid.
join a club.
It’s so refreshing to
blackball some one you don’t like.”—
DISTRICT NO. 2
ting in a steel ceiling for Miss C. was very well presented considering
WELD
Life.
T Crosby.
Wim. Grover is assist the experience that those participat
ing
had
had
on
the
stage.
The
parts
ing.
March 30.
March 30.
The W. C. T. U. meeting will be of Dion Wing, counsel for the de
Patch Broken Plaster.
C. Li. Prescott made a business
Althea Parlin returned to Kent’s
To fill up the broken place in the
held with Miss Luette
Timberlake fense, and Charles Moores, counsel
trip to Wilton last week.
plastering make a mixture as follows:
Tuesday, April 6tli, at 2.30 in the for t'be plaintiff, were especially well Hill Monday, to attend school.
There was a good atten
George Russell was the guest Sat afternoon.
Rev. J. P. Barrett will preach at Two parts each of sifted coal ashes
Please notice change of taken.
and sand, one part of wheat flour,
urday night of his cousin, C. L. date.
A good attendance Is desir dance and a dance was enjoyed after the Union church, Sunday, April 4.
mixed with water. * This can be a>
the
play.
The
play
has
been
given
Grace
Wilder
from
Wilton
visited
Light refreshments will
be
Prescott and family, and called on ed.
for the benefit of Madrid
Grange over Sunday with her friend, Althea plied with little trouble, and hardens
other friends in this district, return served.
auicklv.
and
this
night
the
receipts
were Parlin.
The monthly social of tli© Epworth
ing to Rangeley Monday.
shared by North Franklin Grange.
The High school closed for a two
CARD OF THANKS.
Dr. E. C. Higgins was called last League was held last Friday even
Dr. E. B. Currier is attending Mr. weeks’ vacation.
Mr. French re
ing
at
Miss
Luette
Timberlake’s.
In
week to attend Robert, little son of
D. L. Dennison, who is in very poor turned to ihds home in Corinna.
We wish to thank the neighbors
Mr. and Mrs. Lin wood Haley, Who connection with the social there was
health at the present time.
Rev. J. P. Barrett supplied at the and friends who so kindly assisted
an
ice
cream
sale.
The
weather
was suffering with a bad cold. We
A. M. Clark of Farmington
lias Union church, Sunday, March 28.
us and who spoke comforting word«
are glad to report th© little fellow conditions were not in favor of an
commenced his trips to Phillips with
ice
cream
sale;
however,
the
League
in the recent death of our son and
much better at this writing.
BIRTHS.
realized a good sum.
Games were fish, and his olid customers find that
brother, Selden Parker, and also-for
Carl Haggan has moved his family
indugled in throughout the evening he carries the same fine quality of
the
contributions of beautiful flow
into the Harry. Berry house in Mad
fish that he has in the past.
Temple, March, 22, to Mr. and ers. N
rid village.
Mr. Haggan works and a good time was enjoyed by all.
The Thursday evening prayer meet Mrs. Orville Hutchins, a son.
Th© League is enthusiastic in its
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin T. Parker,
for O. M. Vose.
is
Temple, March 23, to Mr. and
work and has added twelve
new ing topic at the Parish House
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Savage.
Miss Olive and Hazel. Dodge were members in the last two months. At changed from the one announced to Mrs. Harry Stevens, a daughter.
guests one day recently of Mrs. L. the cIos© of the evening, Miss Bes a summary of the events of Passion
New Vineyard, March 23, to Mr.
B. Field.
sie Crowell, presented Miss Agnes i Week, especially of that tragic and Mrs. Ahopzo Blanchard of Strat
The many friends of Mrs. Hattie Ross with a fountain pen, as a gift Thursday, the last day of our lo r d ’s ton, a son.
Hoyt are sorry to learn that she is for her services as organist,
from ministry before the trial and cruci
MARRIAGES
If you have a son or daughter
in rather poor health this
spring, the members of the church.
All members of the church
Miss fixion.
having been confined to her home Ross left Saturday for Kent’s Hill, and any others who may wisth to,
from 16 to 20 years of age, who
Farmington, March 23, by Rev. R.
all winter with a Lame arm, which where she will take a course
in whose duties do not call them else
wishes to succeed in the business
has been very painful som© of the vocal and instrumental music.
where, are requested to observe this H. Clapp, Leavitt H. Luce of In
dustry
and
Mis®
Iona
Berdena
Bachworld,
send me your name and
time.
Friends extend
sympathy,
A letter received by Mrs. Edgar j memorial hour.
and all hope as the warm weather P. Tootliaker from her husband who
Austin the little son of Mr. and elder of Ohesterville.
address, for some free advice.
approaches, she may regain her for is at the Maine General hospital in j Mrs. Herman Sargent is ill
With
DEATHS.
A. W. WING,
mer good health.
Portland on Wednesday was . quite j pneumonia, attended by Dr. E. B.
Freeman, March 28, Bmbert HenMrs. C. H. McKenney returned encouraging as lie reported that he Currier.
Winthrop,
Mass.
home nigar, aged 49 years, 3 month®.
home last Tuesday frcm
Auburn. could see some gain.
Mr. Tooth- j Mis® Edith Morton came
Portland, March 28, Mrs.
Kate
While there her daughter, Mis,s Myr- aker was operated on for hernia last |from teaching at Springvale last Fri
tice had her throat operated on for week, Thursday, and suffered severe-j day night, to spend the vacation with Ford Lamson-Higgins, widow of Geo.
the removal of tonsils and adenoids, lv from the same.
This is the sec- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mor Z. Higgins, M. D., formerly of Strong,
aged 78 years.
and we are glad to learn she
is ! ond operation Mr. Tootliaker
has ton.
Been
Portland, March 30, Mrs. Ella J., 1912 Regal Roadster.
recovering nicely.
i had for this trouble and his many
run
12,000
miles
and
no
wife
of
Oliver
S.
Norton,
formerly
receive
It is with sadness we learn of i friends hope that he will
of Farmington and Avon, aged 61 more.
th© death of E. E. B. Sawyer
of j permanent benefit at this time.
Larger car needed,
years, 10 months, 3 days.
Mrs. Fred Raymond has sold her
Camp Point, HI., Wednesday morn
reason
for
selling.
ing, March 24.
He was the oldest i farm to her son, Alton Pease and
of five brothers and one sister, all ' has moved to the house at the upREAL ESTATE TRANSFERS
FRANK F. GRAVES,
of whom have preceded him. When j per village which lias been used as
C. M. Hoyt has women's
white
a young man Mr. Sawyer was a res a bakery.
New Sharon Maine
Phillips—John W. Shepard
of
Reports from DeBerna Ross, esq., pumps with the rubber soles. Quite Phillips to Arsenault & Tucker of
ident of this district, teaching school
here and in adjoining districts, and who is at the Massa.. General hospi tl.e thing this season.
Canton, $1,540 quit; Bana M. Keene
will be remembered by the older tal in Boston, are that Die iis recov- j
to S. Sherman Whitney, real estate,
Try some of the delicious
home $1 val. con. (war.); Louise W. Brack
residents as an honest, exemplary ering from his attack of tonsilitis.
young man.
His first wife
was Mrs. Ross returned from Boston Pri-1 canned mustard and beet pickles ett et ifls. to James S.
O f an Occasional Trip to
Brackett,
Miss Esther Bailey, sster of the day, and will return later to remain i that George Bean has for sale.
land, $1 val. con. (war.);
Norris |
His father, Mr.
Raylate Anna Field, Harriet Bunnell with him.
J. Hackett to Andrew J. ToK/thakerr, |
and Lois Bailey of Phillips. He mond Ross is still with him.
Many styles in the Easter post land, $1 val. con. (war.); Fred M. j Will Be Greatly Enhanced If the
The regular meeting of the Ladies’ |cards at Edgar R. Toothaker’s. He Ros® to Ray L. HinkLey, land,
leaves two sons and two daughters,
$1 j
besides a second wife to mourn the Social Union, will be held at the Par- I has the crosses, booklets, etc.
val. con. (war.)
loss of a kind and affectionate hus ish House next Tuesday afternoon j
New Vineyard—John A. Staples Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
Lingerie clasp pins at Oronkhite’s and Linda M. Staples of Newburg,
band and father.
Relatives
and at 2.30.
Home During Your Stay.
At the last meeting of Hope Re- ir the silver and gold filled.
friends here extend sympathy to the
N. Y., to Edmund H. Hackett and Positively the Only First-Class Modern
House In the City, With All Conven
bekah lodge several applications for
bereaved family.
Elmer E. Barker of New Vineyard, iences Including Hot and Cold Running
memberslliip. The degree was con
For the new ties, collars, shirts, $1 val. con., war.;
Mary
Eliza Water and Local and Long Distance
ferred on Miss Bell Phillips at this shoes, and the latest stylle® in hats Bumpus et als. to George D. Clark, Telephone in All Rooms.
Refreshments of
fruit see D. F. Hoyt's spring goods.
KEEP THE CALVES GROWING meeting.
land and bullldi/ngs, $1 val.
con. Just a step from Honuinent Square
were served.
(quit); Geo. D. Clark to Walter H.
Restaurant C onnected. Rates Reasonable.
Large Barrel and Digestive Organs
Elmer Voter and Henry Leighton
Excellent marked down bargains Ramsdell, land and buildings, $1 val. T ake the ■‘Jitney’ ’ or Munjoy Hill car Com
Union
Station.
Should Be Developed by Feeding
have both, purchased Ford cars.
in last year’ dress skirts at Sedge- con. (qu it); C. W. Hewey to John
Good Quality of Roughage.
H. E. THURSTON.
R. F. HIMMELBIN,
Miss Esther Gilman, State worker ley & Co.’s.
W. Palmeter, land, $1 val.
con.
Proprietors.
of the W. C. T. U. spoke at the
Calves should be kept growing con
Methodist church Sunday afternoon
Don’t forget the millinery opening
tinuously and vigorously from birth.
to
the
children,
at
the
Union
church
at
Mrs. B. M. Perkins’ April
2nd
No grain should be fed after the calf
is six months old if it can be kept in in the evening and at the Methodist and 3rd.
proper growing condition without it. church again Monday evening. There
A large barrel and digestive organs was a good attendance at all
of
C. F. Chandler & Son have those
should be developed by feeding a good the meetings.
Miss Gillman is a large comfortable Leather
rockers.
quality of roughage when not on pas very pleasing speaker and especially
T h e Q u a lity C a r
Try one and you will be convinced
ture. After calves have reached six interests the children.
of
its
comfort.
months of age they can be grown
Mrs. Abel Holt of Dixfield Was a
$ 6 0 0 Touring Model, Equipped Complete,
better and cheaper on good pasture
Dr com silage and good alfalfa hay recent guest of her sister, Mrs. E.
Including Electric Starter and Electric Lights
Paraformic throat lozenges sterilize
than on any other feeds, and, as V. Holt.
the
mouth
and
attack
those
disease
A stated meeting of Blue Moun
roughage is cheaper than concen
the You have been waiting "until they produced a strictly first class car at a price
trates, these are the feeds from which tain Lodge, No. 67, F. & A.
M. producing germs which enter
that you could afford." Here is your opportunity. This new METZ Touring
we wish the mature animals to have was held at Masonic hall last even system through the mouth. For sale
Car combines the utmost in Utility, Style and Economy. The completeness of it*
:he ability to get more of their nutri ing.
The Past Masters of
the by R. H. Preble, the druggist.
equipment
challenges comparison with cars costing much more; and it is so
ment.
; Lodge worked the Master Mason desimple and so reliable in operation that a woman can safely drive it. Call for
, gree.
Refreshments were served.
The Phillips Hardware Co.
has demonstration, or write for catalog.
Heating Milk for Calves.
The 1913 Club was entertained by Patten’s AuHo Gloss Finish ready for
When heating milk for calves it is
A high-class finish for autos,
C h a s . W . SKillir\g>s,
best to place the vessel containing Mrs. O. H. Horsey last week. Re use.
it in a pan of hot water, then there is freshments were served. This week trucks, engines, etc., where a fine
R. F. D . 4 .
F a r m in tfto n i
10 danger of its being burnt or boiled. the hostess will be Mrs. F. S. Hailey. gloss finish is desired.

PARENTS

FOR SALE

AROUND THE
LOCAL STORES

THE PLEASURE
PORTLAND

NEW CHASE HOUSE

METZ “25”

M A IN E

CLASSIFIED
eent • word Id advance. No headline or
^er display- Subjects in a. b. c. order

WANT TO COME
T O MAINE i

pgjOE of sliovel handle blocks,
tinier and spiring 1916, X X block»,
14 cents; X block», 60 cent»;
No. 3 Been Here for Past 25 Years.
bioClLS, 24 cemUs per dazen.
Ainas
Boarders for Three Months
Bbovel & Tool Co., D. G. Bean
ujent, Bingham, Me.

¡OR SALE—Wood saw outfits:
3
U Pj complete $85: 4V6 H. P. $110:
j jj p, $126: 6 H. P. $150. Guaran
teed for five years.
28 Inch saw
J5.50. Other sizes in
proportion.
Thirty days free trial.
Thorndike
jlacfcine Co.. Portland, Maine.

The fol'owing letter will
explain
all particulars.
If any reader of
Maine Woods can give any informat
ion in regard to the above, if he
or she will inform Maine Woods we
will put them in communication with
the writer of the above.

FOR SALE—Full
blooded
Welsh
Springfield, Mass., Mar. 28, 1915.
pony, eight years old, kind and safe.
¿¡£0 wagon, sleigh and harness. For Maine Information Bureau,
particulars address Frank Toothaker,
»
Phillips, Me.
Phillips.
Gentlemen:

W OODS,

P H IL LIP S ,

M A I N E , A P R I L 1, 1915.

DAIRY
FACTS

TO COOL BUTTER AND MILK
Device Made of Strips of Sheet Iron
and Covered With Bleached
Linen Is Quite Handy.

I consider my cooler the handiest
and most practical thing of the kind I
have ever seen, says a writer in an
exchange. It is made of three twoinch strips of heavy sheet iron six
feet long for side pieces and.five round
pieces of the same material 2 ^ feet

You aisk in the Maine Woods are
A competent housekeeper
wishes
:o do general housework in a small you coming to Maine this summer?
flatty. Has a bay, 13 years old Yes, jf I can find the place I am
whom she wishes to take with her. looking for, and the prices are right.
Send answers to Mrs. George Allen,
1st. l am out of health.
Can
Wilton, Maine.
not tramp or take any long walks.
FOR RENT—“ Birdh Point
Lodge,” Mupt be on, or near some pond or
situated#on Lake Mooselookmeg’umtic lake and in, or near the woods.
directly opposite “ The
B irdies,” Cannot stand one of those tony or
Some
farm
known a* the Newport of Maine. Un high priced camps.
questionably the most beautiful spot er who could give us good plain
This is for
in the Rangeley Lake country. Com food and a good bed.
fortably accommodates fourteen per myself and wife, elderly people, been
last 25
sons, modem plumbing, ice house coming to Maine for the
Dead River country prefer
(nil, wood abed stocked, motor boat, years.
Limit on terms, $14 to $16
rowboats and o&noe<&, all in
good red.
This is
condition. Salmon and trout fishing. per week for two o f us.
Apply to J. L. Kraus, 29 Broadway, not for two or three weeks, but for
August, September and October, tlire
NewYork City.
months.
We want no style.
We
FOR SALE—Cows, A. S. Beedy, Phil wait upon ourselves.
If you can help us out we shall
lips, Me.
appreciate it.
An old subscriber.
FOR SALE or rent—Seven room cot
tage near inlet on Rangeley
Lake,
D, E. Lamb, Rangeley, Maine.

Rabbits Wanted

Animal Attractor Company,
Stanwood, Iowa, Box M.
For the Eyes.

MAPS OF MAINE
RESORTS AND ROADS

Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
maps of the fishing regions of the
state, etc. We can furnish the follow
$ .50
Franklin Cownty
.50
Somerset County
.50
Oxford County
.50
Piscataquis County
.50
Aroostook County
.50
Washington County
1.00
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
. m6
Geological map of Maine
.3?
R, R. map of Maine
.3t
Androscoggin County
.36
Cumberland County
.60
Hancock County
.36
Kennebec County
.35
Knox County
.36
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.5f,
Penobscot County.31.
Waldo County
.36
York County

J. W BRACKETT CO.,

Phillips’

-

Maine.

Refresh the eyes every morning
W a g to them an eyecup filled with
racic acid lotion. This not only SUSBCRIBE
NOW
FOR
MAINE
^Tes a sense of refreshment, but also
WOODS.
$150 A YEAR.
®*e8 the eyes clear and bright.

Recipes for Potted Delicacies That
Are Not Well Enough Known
in America.

Housekeepers may be Interested in
trying to make these “ potted dainties.”
The recipes are fresh from Italy and
all Ingredients are procurable here. To
make potted tomatoes, cook a peeled
and shredded onion with three fair
sized tomatoes very slowly to a pulp
in half an ounce of butter.
Then pass through a sieve, add a
well whisked egg and stir over the
fire until thick, when, having blended
thoroughly, add two ounces of grated
cheese, then four ounces of fine white
bread-crumbs. Pour into clean, dry
jars. Cover with a half-inch layer of
liquefied butter.
Potted haricot beans are made by
first soaking the beans overnight.
Then skin them and cook until tender
in boiling salted water with two
onions. Drain away all water, mash
smooth with drippings or butter, sea
son agreeably with salt, pepper and
nutmeg and finish as above, remem
bering that rigorous exclusion of air
will insure freshness for at least two
or three weeks. As a rule, pastes do
not keep very long.
Imitation anchovy paste may be
made from the same recipe, adding
two teaspoonfuls of anchovy essence
to impart the desired flavor.
White feathers of any description
can be cleaned at home to look like
new at a small cost. Take gasoline
and plaster of parts and mix the two
together to the consistency of whipped
cream. Dip the feathers in this mix
ture, squeezing and pressing them;
then hang in the open air to dry thor
oughly, and until the gasoline evapo
rates. Be careful not to handle until
thoroughly dry; then shake well, and
the result will be a beautifully clean
and fluffy feather. White wings may
also be successfully treated in this
manner. The gasoline must never be
used iu a room where there is a light
or fire.

COMBINATION
ON METZ CAR
Although visitors to the Boston
Automobile shows have long been
familiar with the Metz runabout and
(have Looked forward each year to
finding in this car the most up-todate design and equipment, there
were many who attended the show
this year who had their first oppor
tunity of examining the latest prod
uce of the Metz plan, the Metz 25
touring car.
There are a vast num
ber of New Englanders who have
been patiently restraining their de
sire to participate in the pleasure«
of motoring until a combination,
such as the Metz 25 became an ac
complished fact.
This car, like the
runabout, is built of th,e best mafterials from tires to top, put
to
gether in the approved Metz
way
and in its lines and general finish is
one of the most attractive and sty
lish appearing cars that has been
put on the market this vear.

SOLVE FARM HELP PROBLEM
Scores of Tenant Houses Being Built
for Accommodation of Men
With Families.

Year-round farming, with diversified
crops that furnish something to sell
at every season, tends to make uni
form the labor needs of the farm, a
writer in the Country Gentleman says.
Such places most need steady, depend
able men, with greater skill and a
knowledge of the details of a number
of different operations, and it Is here
that the married man stands the best
chance.
Scores of little tenant houses are
being built this year as a solution of
the labor problem. An attractive cot
tage, with garden, poultry yard and
I cow will go a long way toward per
suading a reliable man to sign a year*«
Grapes in Jelly.
contract. And when the landowner
To one quart of hot grape juice add
has a man and his family well es
two tablespoonfuls of dissolved gela
tablished in a comfortable cottage he
tine. Place a layer at the bottom of a
need not be worried over the prospect
mold; chill, then add a row of grapes
of his help’s disappearing after the
cut in half and seeded; then more
weekend holiday. The average farm
liquid and again chill until set. Re
hand with a family is more sober and
peat until the mold is full. When jel
reliable than the fellow without at
lied, unmold and garnish with whipped
tachment, who Is inclined to float from
cream.
job to job at intervals of two or three
months.
Eggs a la Shelburne.
No Investment will pay quite so im
Cut slices from the top of six to
mediate a return as the money spent
matoes of uniform size and take out
in erecting a good tenant’s cottage
enough pulp to allow a raw egg to be
and In making it attractive. The last
broken inside. Cover with bits of but
point is by no means unimportant,
ter, and with a toothpick fasten a rash
since many a farm hand is kept on
er of bacon over the top of each toma
the job because his family likes the
to. Cook in very hot oven until the
tenant house and is able to get a good
eggs are set (about eieht »^sTesTliving from the place in addition to his
wages.
Uncle Eben.

“ De young man dat has a good pa SUSBCRIBE NOW
FOR
MAINE
an’ a good ma," said Uncle Eben
WOODS
AND
READ
ALL
“ don’t need to go no fürder in brpg I
THE LOCAL NEWS.
gin’ ’bout his ancestry.”

MAINE W O O D S
Conducts a first class job printing department
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work
=

W h y n o t l e t u s H e lp
you

far

ing maps:

POPULAR DAINTIES ÓF ITALY

How to Clean White Feathers.

in diameter for shelves. All this is
covered with bleached domestic or
coarse white linen.
A straight strip of the linen reaches
from the top shelf to the bottom and a
funnel-shaped piece is sew»d on top
and bottom to make a smooth cover
ing for the ends, writes a writer in
Oklahoma Farmer. It may be fastened
with buttons or with hooks and eyes.
Over the cooler are hung two covered
cans with a tiny faucet or hole in one
EVIL ALWAYS IN IDLENESS! side. Each can holds a gallon of water.
The water drips down over the cooler
WANTED—Position as chef in sports Much Truth In Japanese Proverb,' sheet and the evaporation keeps it
man’s camps or hotels.
First-clase
Which Should Read the Same
perfectly cool all day.
work guaranteed.
18 years’ exper
In All Languages.
Food of all kinds, cooker or raw
fruit, milk, butter, everything, in fact,
ience in ail branches of
cooking.
There Is an excellent proverb, which may be kept cool and delicious during
Don’t use liquors and am economi
cal. Please mention wages you pay has been handed down to one genera the hot summer days. To the wdman
tion after another of Japanese. It who can’t afford a refrigerator it
in. reply. Address Maine W ood«.
ought to be In every language. I t ' means a saving of time, trouble and
runs thus: “To do nothing is to do money. The cost is about $2.50. It
WANTED—A housekeeper. For fur evil.” Perhaps It Is this which makes may be hung under a tree, in the yard
ther information write to Box
67, the Jap so busy. It is very hard to or in a hallway, where the wind will
Eustis, Maine.
catch him doing nothing. Even his strike it. If in the house a pan should
social Intercourse Is filled with things be set under it to catch any surplus
WANT 1/D—Teachers for district1 to do. Thefe Is Infinite bowing and i water there may be.
schools in Rangeley Plantation and scraping and bending double before a
Bemis, Me.
Addire^s Superintendent friend is properly greeted or tea is SUCCULENCE IN THE WINTER
properly served. But the proverb may
of Schools, Bemis. Me.
not be compelled to work so far as Gives Right Tone to Cow’s Digestive
FOR SALE ‘ ‘Tanol” non -alcoholic the Japanese make It work In order
System to Bring Its Efficiency
concentrated Food Flavors and Toilet to do good. It is a question whether
Up to Paying Point.
the wise of this, .country realize a s 1
Preparations for sale by Fred Orth, they might, and as the wise should, i
Corn silage should be a predominat
Jr., B$anclifimd, Me.
how evil It Is to be Idle. It is this
ing factor in the winter ration. There
which leads the children of the city
is nothing superior to water enclosed
FOR SALE— Seed barley,
Fremont
Into mischief. The houses are so close
in plant cells to give the ration the
Scamman, Phillips.
together that they have lost the
———----------------------------------------------- chores which were once theirs. The consistency agreeable to the cow, afld
WANTED—Two
first
class exper
best suited to promote her health and
chores are done out on the farms or
ienced table waitresses
for
hotel by the city. It is Idleness which is vigor. It is not the amount the cow
work. Steady work the year -ound. | the curse of the rich and of the poor. digests that wholly determines the re
turns from her feed, but the amount
Hotel Eagle, Brunswick, Maine.
Yet it Is Idleness which seems to be
that is built into body tissues and
the great desire of the individuals ol
SALE OR EXCHANGE— 6 M.
M. I our nation. In desiring it they desire made into milk.
Succulent feed gives just the right
sporting rifle, perfect condition, for ¡ evil and they do not realize what it is
tone to the animal's digestive system
515.00. Or 32 Special in perfect ! they wish.
to bring its efficiency up to the limit of
condition. J. K. Smyth, Lone Grove,
profitable production. If, therefore,
Oklahoma.
there is one quality in feed which is
more important than another, it is that
WE GUARANTEE TO INCREASE
Five hundred rabbits wanted during it should be palatable and juicy. It
YOUR CATCH GF RAW F U R » IF this month Will pay fifteen cents each enables the cows to eat, digest and
OURBAITS ARE USED. With each delivered at ^ny Fox Ranch. Rabbits assimilate larger quantities of other
bottle we give a written guarantee, |to be shot with nothing smaller than
»adif not satisfied your money will be No. 2 shot. For further information feed. There is little danger of cows
going off feed when they are eating
wurned. We must please you or lose write or phone
liberal quantities of roots or corn si
money.
M. F. STEVEN S, Dover, Me.
lage in connection with their grain
M
OO BOTTLES HAVE ALREAD Y
feeds.
Phene 64.15
BEENSOLD AND NOT ONE TR A P
PERHAS ASKED FOR HIS MONEY
BACK.
ANIMAL ATTRACTOR
. Allure all flesh eating animals such as
!ileraccoon, mink, skunk, cive*, ermH wolf, fox, lynx, opossum, martin,
ett- Price (100-150 sets) $1,00 postpaid.
MUSKRAT ATTRACTOR
luring muskrats only. Price (1001)0sets) $1.00 postpaid.
BEAVER ATTRACTOR
^f luring beaver only. Price (100-150
8ets) $1.00 postpaid.
TRAIL SCENT
Bormaking trails to and from sets.
R iery powerful odor.
Economical to
|5e- Price $1.00 postpaid.
‘ Bottles $2.50
6 Bottles $5.00
DON'T WASTE YOUR TIME AND
MONEY WITH BAITS TH AT MAY
JJMAY NOT BE GOOD. USE AT-*
SfCTORS AND BE SURE OF REMjLTS—AN INCREASED CATCH.
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w ith

your

a d v e r t i s i n g ;?

FOR

GUNS AND
- r o d s

f i s h

W illiam F. N y e

is the great

est authority on refined oils in the

We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,

world. He was the first bottler; has
the largest business

and N Y O I L

etc., and would be" pleased to furnish samples,

is the best oil he has ever made.
N Y O IL

HAS

NO

dummies and prices on request.

EQUAL.

Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and give* perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottSes (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

WM. F. NYE,

J. W . BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS,

Now ltalfc>r<M£MaM.
« •4

MAINE

!

M AINE
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PRAIRIE HORNED
LARKS HERE
A L.ist]of the Winter Visitors In
Lewiston and Auburn

WOODS,

P H IL LIP S ,

M A IN E

A P R I L 1 , 1915.

various foods had to omit that. The
jays came to investigate at half
past six. They hunted, each in turn,
Birds Seen During the Winter
and found it hard to
believe that
there wasn’t any suet.
They were
Before the spring birds come im
manifestly disappointed as they turn
numbers, it may be of interest to
ed to corn, amd sunflower seeds a®
give the complete list of all the
a solace.
The chickadees, now in
birds reported to The Sum since last
greater numbers amd very tame, will
Thanksgiving.
The last
prairie
find the tiniest morsel, some of
horned lark was seem them.
Others
these hidden on purpose by the farmincluded are; pine grosbeaks., Hude-. They hunted and hunted and Last
somiam chickadees, one flock; snow
come the downy woodpecker.
S'hei
flakes, a number of flocks, one num
always goes to one particular tree
bering 300; a winter wren, red polls,
for her suet amd owing to the fact
five flocks seem in one place; north
that we had not seen her for three
ern shrikes1, from several localities;
days 1 was especially conscience
junicos, ruby-crowmed kinglets
and
smitten. But she found an
old
golden-crowned kinglets, in
early
piece of in and pecked at that,
winter; white-breasted nuthatches, in
then began her investigation of the
early winter; red breasted nuthatches
orchard.
all winter; chickadees, goldfinches, a
Four blue jays have been coming
flock of six aili winter, in Turner;
lately, and though, still shy, I think
rusty blackbirds, im earfliy winter; fox
they venture nearer and they are
sparrows, in early winter; blue jays
surely getting noisier when pear the
in several localities, all Winter; dow
house, these sharp March days. Thorny woodpeckers, in various reports;
eau, in his dairy exclaims over “ the
tree sparrows in several locaiites, on
umreilntng steel-cold scream, of a jay,
flock of fifteen visiting a South Au
unmelted, that never flows into a
burn home every day amd still com
song, a sort of
wintry trumpet,
ing; crows, all through the winter on
screaming cold, hard, tense, frozen
every warm day in South Auburn,
music, like the winter sky itself;
not seem in mid-winter im Turner,
Greene, Wales or even West Aub im the blue livery* of winter’s band.
urn; herring gulls, im early
winter It is like a flourish of trumpets to
and now; doves, English sparrows, the winter sky.”
The tree sparrows come and go.
more than ever; a belated whiteOnly
one is always theme amd he is
throated sparrow, in early December;
so
tame
we cam walk all about him.
ducks on Lake Auburn, sheldrakes
The
others
are there in a flock then
in the river; partridges, in severall
and
locations; a mottled screech
owl, are “ off again, gone again,”
they
have
not
sung
since
one
warm
hairy woodpeckers, several locations;
Only their tinkling call
Arctic three-toed woodpecker;
on rainy day.
note
is
heard
lately.
several occasions in Turner; purple
We
are
naturally
wondering now
finches, brown creeper, botlu Lewis
ton and Auburn; a robin by spells how much longer these four variet
during the winter in a garden; and ies will continue to accept our boun
Already the crows
pileated woodpeckers in Turner and ty every day.
come
near
in
big
flocks, attracted no
Auburn.
Mr. Martin decided later
that this was the blackbird which he doubt by the corn which their
saw February 11.
A robin
was sharp eyes espy a long way off. They
seen on Main street Sunday and a. j certainly have paid many times for
bluebird was plainly heard and seen |their little trouble and we shall be
by a party of five near Prospect Hill, Isorry to lose the companionable lit! tie sparrows even though the ehickAuburn, Sunday afternoon.
! adees are such merry comrades.
H. G. V.
The Bangor Club List
Autyurn, March 6.
Note—Mr. Waterman saw both the
The members of the Bird Conser
vation Club of Bangor have
been lone specimen and the mixed flock
keeping a record of the winter of prairie horned larks, Saturday.
eardiest arrivaiL

young trout amd eggs.
Last fall
the company had orders for
more
than $4,000 worth of trout spawn
and could ¡have sold more had they
had the supply.”

LOST 800 BIG
TROUT FROM POND

growing in national importance ^
ploying constantly 15 or 20 clerk*
compiling statistic® and other deft,
cal work.
There are 25 delegates from the ^
states of the union, the states
divided into groups or. districts. ^
New England states comprise gj^
No. 1 and Col. Boothby represents
Maine, New Hampshire and y6r
mont.
Tlie meetings of the directors are not always held in Wasliing.
ton.

In a recent mum,tier of the Lewis
ton Daily Sum the following obser
vations om bird,» will! be of interest
While in Washington, the Booth
MUskrats Get In Work at West
to lovers of these iittlie songsters,:
bys were the recipients of toija
Buxton Hatchery
social attentions both in civilian ¿j
For two weeks both Mr. Water
army circles.
A big reception
man, the Bast Auburn mail carrier,
given for them by Mrs. Gadsby, ^
and Clarence D. Farrar of East Av
The summer cottage at Swam Lake,
wa® their guest in. this city ^
enue, Lewiston, have insisted that
owned by Thomas Berry of Swanville
summer, and they were also
it was time for the prairie horned
formerly of Beilfast, was totally de
of the Army and Navy club and tl* <
lark to appear*.
Mr. Farrar
says
stroyed by fire about 5 o'clock Wed
dean of the Washington Law school
that tor several years he has
not
nesday.
The cottage was easily the
At Magnolia Springs they fo^
missed seing one om Washington's
finest at the lake, valued with, its
the weather very cold for
:
birthday, but this year was am excep
contents, $2000 or more, and
was
climate, but their visit was
tion.
Last Thursday, however,, Mr.
partly covered by insurance. It bad
pleasant as they met some charming
Waterman saw one lone specimen.
not been occupied since last fall amd
people, among them being ^
This is the first spring arrivaH that
bad recently been put into condition
Charles Emerson, a physician, m
we know of although vague reports
for the coming season, the owner ex
his sister, Mrs. Forbes, who wet( i
of robins have readied us.
Friday,
pecting to lease it for the summer.
the son and daughter of Ralph Vfal.
Mr. Farrar saw a pair of prairie
Mr. Berry lives about a half a mile
horned larks near his home, appar
do Emerson.
Col. Boothby addres
away.
,
sed the guests of the hotefi
ently having been on hand sevetnail;
About 4.30 a workman at the clam
days and settled for the summer, in
evening on ‘ Churches I Have At
about two miles away saw the flames
the vicinity of a plaice where they
tended,” beginning at South Paris
and smoke and thought it was the
always nest.
The same day
Mr.
Me., and across the country to Mu
stabile at the Lake House owned by
Waterman saw a flock of seven, two
ico and back by the way of (hitE. C. Marden. He immediately Mew ago, Toronto, Montreal, St.
of which he was sure were the shore
the steam whistle at the mill. This
St. Andrews and Bar Harbor.
larks amd one of which he was sure
aroused
the Mardens who awoke to
was a prairie horned lark. The
On their return trip, Ooi. mg
find their grounds brightly lighted
others he could not see well enough
Mrs. Boothby. stopped at Southern
and discovered the fire.
The Ber
to becertaim to which species they
Pines and Piaehurst, where they me:
ry cottage is but a short distance
belonged.
He says he bias never
many Portland people
who wer*
from the Lake House and lias on one
seen them in company before, al
wintering there.
They both a;
side a cottage owned by C. G. Dick
though Knight speaks of their often
that they are glad to get back 1«
ey of Belfast,, and on the other that
being found together.
Maine and the Maine air whid
of E. J. H. Estabrooks o f Newton,
seems pretty good to them.
Ms
The first specimen of the prairie
Mass.
Boothby is already making plans it
homed lark wl ich Mr. Farrar ever
Mr. Marden taking a pail of water
enter Into the social activities oi
saw, he forwarded to Mr. Brewster
from his house ran to the fire and
the city, her special interests bety
of Massachusetts for identification.
Mrs. Marden began calling the neigh
in the line of philanthropieaJ wort
This belonged to a flock of eight
bors on the ’phone.
The lake is
in which she is very active.
seen Feb. 26, 1897.
Mr. Brewster
still frozen and after a while water
replied that this, was the first speci
was gotten through a hole cut for
men ever reported from Maine but
the purpose.
There was nothing but
in March of the same year Knight
pail® with Which to work, however
says they were seen in Cumberland
and the cottage, a fiv,e room affair,
county.
was soon a total loss.
It was fin
These two birds are often
con
ished with hard pine which burned
founded but the shore lark breeds
like tinder.
The house contained a
in the far North, and visits Maine
handsome stone fireplace and
was
Manager of Mount Kineo House
only in the winter and then not far
very attractive.
When it was found
birds
seen
in
this
vicinity.
The
bird
from the coast. The prairie homed
impossible to save the cottage the
Says Many Wealthy Ameri
lark is smaller, somewhat paler, the have not been plentiful! this season.
attention was turned to the garage
forehead and line over the eye white None of the cold weather visitants
cans Will Come
nearby and but for the untiring work
instead of yellow, the throat slightly have been seen, not even pine gros
of the neighbors it
would have
tinged with yellow. Chapman, how beaks nor red polls.
been destroyed and with it the Esta
Charles A. Judkins, manager of
Since the first of December, our
ever, «says, the throat is sometimes
brooks property.
The garage stood
—
the new* Mount Kineo
House at
entirely white.
It comes here ear- j record includes goldfinches, chicka
The Biddeford Journal says: “ Fish only a few feet from the stable be Moosehead lake, believes that the :■
blue
ly, breeds here amd remains late. One: dees, snow buntings, jumeos,
longing to the Estabrooks place.
coming season will be one of the
was seem the very last of November jays, herring gulls, partridges, hairy ermen have been having some luck
This is tli,e second cottage burned
j
in
the
brook
which
has
its
rise
in
best Maine has known in years, last
nut
last year.
It is strictly a ground woodpeckers and red-breasted
at at the lake within the past year, ly because the European war wii
Since February came
in the Bill Townsend trout pond
bird, never perching om trees. When hatch.
that owned by Austin McKeen hav
West
Buxton
since
the
escape
of
800
active.
encountered om a pathway, it often the birds have been more
ing been destroyed last fail.
They keep at home many wealthy Ameri
runs ahead.
When it files it us Crows have been reported twice. big trout from tile pond some weeks were the largest and best equipped cans who are in the habit of spend
Ever since the muskrats got
ually utters a .whistle.
Its
chief They never stay through the winter ago.
cottages there and a great loss to ing their summers in Europe.
song is said to be poured forth in with us, but may return during mild in their work on one of the smaller the resort.
“ I have just returned from Net
the air as it soars aloft, but it often >spells and then withdraw again near dams liberating something like 1,000
of
the
big
speckled
beauties,
fisher
York,”
said Mr. Judkins, who **
Perhaps they have
utters this sarnie song perched
on ! er the coast.
men
have
haunted
the
brook
with
come
to
stay
now,
for
we
are
sure
here Thursday, “ and I find ttat i ,
some clod or stone, especially ju st!
spring cannot be far away since a rod and lime and a number of big
before dawn amd after sunset.
larger number of sumrter visitor
have ones have been, taken. Several were
It is only a matter of a few days j small flock of purpliei finches
are planning to come to Kineo to
also taken with live bait through the
now when bluebirds, song sparrows, been feeding for several days (first
lias been the case for years. I be
ice
of
the
river
before
that
left
robins and blackbirds will be here. seen Feb. 10) on a crab apple tree
the stream. Fishermen are expecting
lieve it will be the same at the re
in
the
garden
of
one
of
our
mem
Mr. Waterman is watching for the
to reap a harvest a little later when
sort® all over the state.
The Eu
bers.
They
seem
alii
to
be
male
sparrow-hawk, which always buliids
Co1, and Mrs. Boothby Have De ropean war will keep thousands of
full i the time gets right for the trout to
om Center street, and is often the birds,, some in very beautiful
coloring.
They must be the van rise to the fly.
Americans in their own country to ,
lightful ^rip. Visit In Wash
guard of the spring migration.
The fish which escaped were ah
summer and they are naturally tam
ington.
A flock of chickadees have fed all big ones weighing from more than
ing to Maine, the summer pkT
winter on suet furnished by
the a pound to three and a half pounds
ground of the nation.
Most of om
club, and are a merry, handsome each, and were known as “ strippers”
Col. and Mrs. Frederic E. Booth,hand in consequence.
It is said by which, term is meant the female by have returned to their home, wealthy summer visitors are not ef
that the change im appearance
of fish from which the eggs load been after an absence of about six weeks fected by the business.
They haw
chickadees that are so fed. is very taken for hatching purposes. This in Washington and in the
south. made their money and are not de
marked.
At first, their coats pre wa® done in November and as fast Their trip away was made at the
pendent upon present day conditio
sent a rough, and tumbled appearance as handled the big fish were placed time it was, so that Mr. Boothby,
but after feeding on suet for a while in a smaller pond that they might who, is a member of the Chamber of for funds for their summer outing*-'
they become trim, sleek and bright. not be caught over again.
In this Commerce o f the United States of
Two explanations are offered for his way about 1,000 had been stripped America might attend the meetings
incontestable fact.
One is
that and placed in the lower pond.
which were to be held in Washington
the fatty elements found in
suet,
At this pond,, as in most cases the first of February.
hard to be obtained elsewhere
in where a pond is maintained through
The Chamber of Commerce of the
winter, are needed in their diet. The the construction of a dam, the msukUnited States is really a wonderful should be remedied at once. They
other, that the little fellows
are rats have proved a nuisance and al
organization and Col. Boothby very debilitate the system—pave the wai
kept so busy foraging for food, hav though fought with gum amd traps,
kindly gave some interesting
facts for dangerous Ills.
ing to penetrate all sorts of rough, finally succeeded in gnawing a bole
connected with it to the Sentinel
For 60 years, “ L. F.”1 Atwood's
thickets in search, of it, that they through the dam which, impounded
Medicine has effectively
arrested
W illia m T ell
have no time to pay heed to their the big trout referred to above, lib reporter yesterday afternoon.
It. was organized to serve the na these ailments.
makes—the digestible, whole
It never fails i:)
appearance; but having found am un erating the lot.
As
soon
as
the
loss
some crust that brings every
complete relief, as
failing supply of suet, of which they was discovered, measures were tak tion, as a local Chamber of Com afford
one back for a second piece.
are very fond,, they soon relax the en to recover as many as possible merce serves the community in whic Knowles here testifies:
They like William Tell cake
tension.
Having made a hearty and about 200 were netted from the it is situated, a.nd it bad its inception Hampden Highlands, Me.:
just as well, and William Tell
meal, they will1 retire to a branch larger boles in the brook below the in a conference at Washington, cabl , “ Have used the “ L. F.” Atwood*
bread, biscuits and muffins.
and fix up, preening their feathers at pond but about 800 were never re ed by ex-President Taft in April, Medicine for many years, I can &
The reason? Ohio Red Winter
their leisure, well knowing that the covered amd are still at large In the 1912.
we have never known them to ^
Wheat and a special process of
next
meal
is
surely
forthcoming.
The
membership
at
the
present
of producing satisfactory results &
waters
of
the
brook
amd
river.
The
milling obtainable only in
B. L. B.
loss of these trout naturally interest tinie comprises over 600 organization colds, headaches, biliousness, etc;;
(27)
ed the local fishermen and quite a representing over 275,000 firms and when used according to directions.
(Signed) Ivy M. Knowles.
Our Winter Boarders
^ bit of fishing has been indulged in » individuals and is increasing rapidly.
It
includes
representatives
from
47
It’s
easier
to prevent illness than
the brook and river but on the whole
The birds are still coming to us with rather indifferent success prob states, the district of Columbia, Ha to restore health.
Get YOUR b°tt!e
for rations.
This morning there wa
waii, the Philippines and Porto Rico NOW, from any dealer.
ably because of the high, water.
disappointment in camp.
I forgot
and the American. Chambers of Com Big Bottle— 35 cents—Sample FR®The concern owning the Townsend merce of Paris, Berlin ami the Le “ L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland,
to take home any suet so that the
C. H. McKenzie Trading Co.f
farmer in his, morning distribution, of pond doe® a large business in both vant.
Phillips, Maine.
Tlhe organization is steadily Me.
i
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Especially when the crust
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value and Where made.
Ans. I do not seem to be
able
to locate any information regard ling
a gun made and stamped “ iMoore &
Son.”
if yon coulld give the maker»’
address, this might simplify matters.

ed in Browning.
It was 1.55 a. m., which I crawled back in my bunk
and on the advice of Frank the trip and soon saw ducks fly all around
to the hotel (?) was made as quick me, but the trouble was that I could
ly as possible, and we were in the not bag any; reason, nightmare.
bunks in, about fiv© minutes.
We
At 5.30 we had bacon, and eggs for
had breakfast at 7.00 and
Frank breakfast, and preceding that grape
hunted u,p our guide—or what they fruit.
Ward told us that he Would
■
call the '‘pusher”—and a team to dig some worms and catch a few
haul our stuff to the river.
fish, for supper.
After wishing him
Before we left Frank first went to good luck Frank and I again, pushed
That day 'we bagged
the grocer and bought enough food to the blind.
stuff for the first day.
Arriving 17 mallards, Frank doing the most
I must remark here that
at the river our guide, Mr. H. W. killing.
Aten, found hiis engine in iris boat our blind was built so that we could
frozen,, and Frank said to me. “ Watc have good shooting only when the
him how lie thaws that up.” H. W. wind blew from the west or north
Most birds had to fly over
A., or Ward, which is Ms sir name, west.
took a can of coal oil, poured about our blind first before they came down
Not being able to go again
last one quart over the works, and of and in most instances did they see
fall' for a deer bunt on account of course aliso in the boat, and set the us and bid us good-bye before, we
Then
there
the ¿.oof and mouth disease, I gladly whole business afire. The boat could could pepper them.
accepted the invitation of my friend, not burn as there was too much ice cam© greater troubles; it got misty,
g A. D., Fall Creek, Wis.
Ans. Hunters ail agree thiat the
The motor started our shells would stick, and one shot
gome time ago you stated
that Lyman combination front and rear Fr. Dulleck, to go into the blind for at the bottom.
the mallards.
After inquiring
of to work in about five minutes and was all that we had.
firearms should be cleaned from the peep sight will enable on© to shoot
We stayed five days with th© ex
hotel
accommodat down the river we went until we
breech and never from the muzzle, with more accuracy and with great Frank about
pectation
that it would turn colder,
got
to
the
camp.
This
trip
took
ions,
meals,
etc-.,
lie
told
me
that
jbould all guns, rifles and revovers er ease.
but it got warmer, and we got scar
there is a camp in the vicinity of forty-five minutes.
Hleaned from the broeeh. only—the shooting grounds, the Illinois
The cauip—a structure about 12 by ed for fear that the birds’ would
tat is, pulling only towards the B., Auburn, Me.
We decided to leave
W ill Schuetzen smokeless rifle River bottoms, and that he prefer 24—was resting about nine feet a- spoil on us.
jurxle, or only tliie rifles, or did this
Browning Monday, at 12.38 a. m., for
red
staying
there
if
we
could,
because
powder
give
good
results
for
hunting
bove
the
ground
ou
posts,
and
a
stafcrave r e fe r e n c e to
automatic
shotI we would save two hours’ ride up way leading up with a rise of eight Chicago, and started to pack up Sun
jgis, rifles and revolvers? You stat- purposes in th© 38-40 cartridge?
It was very foggy',
and down the Illinois River, “ but,” een inches, and I asked Ward, “ How day evening.
notice
it
is
for
use
in
25-21,
25-25,
edthat tli-e guns might be injured.
and after , we had loaded our trunk,
said
Frank,
“
we
will
have
to
do
our
32-40
and
38-55.
in
the
world
do
the
ladies
in
hobble
Piease explain in what manner. Does
skirts get up here?”
“ It’s
very suit cases and the ducks on a scow,
Ans. I have never tried Schuet own cooking.”
it injure tlie rifling or the automat
seldom
that
ladies
come
here,”
was Ward started the engine and Frank
Being
somewhat
of
a
cook
myself,
zen smokeless in the 38-40 cartridge,
icnotion?
done the steering.
He had to stay
the answer.
I
then
did
not
know
of
Frank’s
abut
I
see
no
reason
why
it
sihouQd
Ans All shotguns, riflies and re
close
to
the
shore
so
as not to lose
I went to the
Why
not bility as a chef.
After changing our clothes,
and
nders should be cleaned from the not giv© satisfaction.
After being on the river
Delicatessen and bought about
six after giving Ward a list of groceries his way.
writ©
the
powder
makers
and
ask
arewi where possible.
Of course
kinds of soups, all imported,
with and meat that we wanted him to get for about an hour Frank detected a
if It is not possible to clean from the them before you try it?
the necessary rye bread, and started from town—.and of course a three- black streak on the west shore and
breed, why clean from tiie muzzle, J. M., Chiioago, 111.
to pack my bunting trunk. Knowing dozen box of Export from Beards- he steered the boat that way, say
bat be careful when cleaning
from
ing to Ward, “ Isn’t this the fish
1. How old must a person be to how good it is to bav© .a hot bowl
town—Frank and I hiked for the
taejBiuzzU that the rod does not rub buy a rifle or a hunting license in
of soup at noon and a hot cup of river bottoms where tire live mallard market of Browning?”
against the bore, as in time
the Illinois?
“ No,” said Ward, “ there is' no
coffee sometimes, I also packed my decoys were penned up and a boat
bora wifi be enlarged slightly
and
Ans. There is no age limit.
alcohol stove, hot water bo title, and lay in readiness. This hike, with the brush north of Browning,” and after
tbefaecnrai y will fall off somewhat.
going somewhat further up the river
2. Is there any hunting allowed kettle and dishes.
Telling Frank of luggage, twice a day through
the
Here is also always a possibility nf in Illinois in summer?
ray intention to take all this stuff marshy bottoms was a hard one, but Frank said, “ I’ll be hanged if we
tie rod slipping in the shooter’s
lie
Ans. The only open season in along, he said:
“ Don't take
too we never complained, though we wer have not gone too far,” and
band and denting or marring
the Illinois during the summer is that
turned
hack
until
we
saw
that
black
much along,” but we afterward found somewhat exhausted on arriving at
muzzle. All the automatic pistols on squirrels (gray, red, fox or black),
streak again, which proved to be
our destination..
Frank took care
that it had just reached.
tin of course be cleaned from the tli© open season being from July 2d
the
fish market and landing place.
We agreed to Leave Tuesday, No of the decoys, lie got them in the bo
breech as they are easily taken a- to Nov. 15Ui.
Frank laughingly said to Ward,
vember 24th, at 6 p. m., over the and planted them, when I was push
part. All solid
frame
revolvers
“ You are a rummy; you don’t even
3. What game is a .22 calibre rifle Chicago,
Burlington and
Quincy ing the boat to the different places.
must be cleaned from the
muzzle, best suited to shoot?
know your own home town.
For
route.
I had sent one of oui- driv The lot of pushing the boat to and
the
love
of
Mike,
take
an
eye-opener
however, alii modern shotguns
and
Ans. Tli© .22 calibre rifle is best ers to take my trunk to the depot fro fell on Frank as I did not. know
or get a pair of eye glasses,”
to
rifles can of course be cleaned from adapted to small game such as squir
in the afternoon to buy my ticket and the way.
the breech.
When I say “ cleaned rels, rabbits, etc.
which
Ward
only
smiled.
check my tr u n k .
Wo were to meet
We hardly had our decoys
out
A wagon brought us, our trunks
from the breeeb,” I mean that when
4. Cam a .22 calibre shot cartridge at 5.30 p. m., but had not said or 1when a loner sailed over. I missed
and our 43 mallards to the depot.
the cleaning rod is used it should be be shot in a .22 cajlbre rifle?
agreed at what place in the depot, him with my first shot, but
the
The train soon arrived, and we pull
inserted at the breech,, pushed for
Ans. Vies, but I would not rec I was there on time, and having my second brought him down.
Then I
ed into the Union Station exactly
ward to the muzzle and pulled back ommend it as it will surely lead the
ticket, I went down stairs, and near nailed another one, and then Frank
on time, which was 8.10 a. m.
I
again.
barrel.
«
the gate, through which, we had to brought a couple of the big ones
must admit that I enjoyed the trip,
enter, I waited and waited till, 5.45 down.
C. C., Chicago? l l i .
and especially our work as cooks and
P. S. P., Milwaukee, Wis.
and there was no sign of Frank. I
Then two settled down between
1. Would th© .22 Hi-Power Sav
kitchen mechanics, and I hop©
to
1. I have a revolver and would
got nervous, and the Sweat
came the decoys.
Frank and I rose but
age rifle he powerful enough
for like to do target shooting in
see the same place and the same
the
pouring
down
my
forehead,
when
I
tbe ducks did not, and only did so
moose or bear as found in
Nova woods outside of the city
company—that means Frank and
limits.
spied him at last, just leaving
us when Frank waved Inis long niitt and
Scotia?
Ward—again next season.—Hy Schurz
How should I cany the revolver in
Ans. It is not to be recommended order not to get arrested for carry twelve minutes time to get into the hollered, “ Get up.” • They got up, in Sportsman's Review.
train, but the worst of it was that and also got away, because we both
for such large game.
ing weapons?
Frank was still minus the railroad wer© in such a hurry that we both
2. Will firing the .22 long rifle
Ans. Why don’t you take out a
When. I said to Frank, “ For missed.
We bagged twelve ducks,
cartridges with the auxiliary chamber pistol permit and thus be sure a ticket.
the
love
of
Mike,
where
have
you
all
mallards,
that day, and honors
lead the barred ?
bout not getting into trouble?
been; did your car break
down?” were even between the two of us.
Ans. I do not tbinik you will have
2. What is th© name of the United Frank said, “ None such; where was At noon time I commenced preparing
mob trouble of this kind.
States Army Riffle, also what cali you?
I have been waiting up stairs one of my famous soups.
It took
3. What wodld be the rang© and bre?
Could I buy one of
these since 5 o’clock and got restless when twenty minutes and we both enjoyed
«curacy of th© .22 long rifle cart rifles of the Government, and if so,,
Augusta Man’s Experience Related
the train leaving time got near, and eating it.
At 4.30 we picked
the
ridge as used in this way ?
please give me full particulars con I did not want to buy a ticket until decoys up, or rather Frank
did.
for Benefit of Others.
Aas. It would probably not be cerning this rifle and tke price?
I saw you.”
while I. was watching for a late shot.
very accurate at over 15 to 25 yds.
Ans. The present rifle of
the
The trouble was that we
were Frank pushed the boat, and it cer
4. Would you advise
reflloading
“ I have discovered by experience,”"
United States Government is
tbe waiting for one another but in dif tainly was a hard job to push
in
with reduced loads and lead bullets Government SpringfieOd rifle, Model
said
one of Augusta’s automobile
ferent places.
W eil, we still got in shallow water and over the logs.
hr short range in preference to tbe 1903 chambered for the Model 1906
owners yesterday, “ that one should'
th© railroad car in time, in one of
Arriving at the camp we found it
22 long rifle cartridges?
cartridge.
The cartridge is
.30 those chair cars where only
one locked and no H. W. A. was to be be very careful when lie starts the
Ans. Reloading
using
reduced calibre.
engine of his car if the car is in
These rifles ealn be pur person lias room for both, arms.
i seen.
Frank said, “ Why
didn’t
aads and gas checked bullfets will chased by individuals onillv through
the garage to see that either
the
hate those confounded seats because that rummy leave the key
some
live more accurate resullt-*.
Of the National’ Rifle Association. The
door or one of the windows is left
they are a nuisance.
where?” and pushed th© door in. We
course it is considerably more trou price of the rifle alone, bought
In
Arriving in Galesburg we had to had started the fire and washed open so that the air can get in. I
ble.
this way is $12.25.
change trains, and before doing so som© potatoes when we heard some neglected to take that precaution a
few days ago and it is only by good
we went into the Gate and had some body call from the river side that he
H
. A. L. Evansville Ind.
W. L. W., Grayvi.lle, nil.
luck that I am here to-day.”
He
thing to eat. The train for Brown was coming, and that it biad taken
1, Jf using a standard .22 calibre
1. Take an ordinary- full
choke
then
went
on
to
tell
how
on
the
ing left Galesburg at 10.40 p.
in., him so long because his motor boat
tepeathg rifle chambered tO' take shotgun:
Does the shooting of BB
morning in question he had set the
and Frank and I tried to sleep as had broken down and that he had to
•22 abort -Jong and long rifle cart or buckshot injure the barrel?
engine of the car going while
he
muclh as possible when we
were push it for several miles.
ridges, would it b© best to
shoot
was pumping up the tires and had
Ans. The standard factory loaded
not
playing
cards.
W©
finally
landWell, so far so good. Ward brought
long rifle ?
come within an ace of being over
buckshot or BB shot load may be
fresh, meat, groceries, and two new
Ans. By alii means us© tbe .22 long used in a full choke shotgun without
come by the gas from the exhaust.
springs and a new mattress. We soon
rifle cartridge.
He did not notice the gas and did
injury.
bad supper ready, and after meal
2. Has th© .22 long rifle a great-: 2. What is the speed of th© shot
not feel any bad effects until he was
time Frank and Ward washed
the
•rrange than the .22 long?
about ready to fall.
He had just
from such a gun, using smokeless
dishes, while I cleaned the
guns
Ans. The .22 long rifle has a
enough presence of mind to
stop
powder?
and told some of my latest stories.
heater rang© and is more accurate
the engine before he ‘‘icrumpled,” as
Ans. The velocity is just under
We crawled into the hunks at about
duo the .22 long.
he expressed it. He was so nearly
900 ft. per second.
9 o’clock.
I know I did.
Frank
2' If your rifle shoots high when
overcome that medical assistance had
3. What jls th© usual
speed of
and Ward must have stayed up a
'dawiing « coarse bead, and you have flight of wild geese, wiil/d duck and
to be called, and the doctor told him
little longer; that is, I judged this
l!;e rear sight lowered to the
fast
that he had had a narrow escape.
quail?
from Iris remarks the following even
Web, could I remedy this by filing
Since his experience, he said, he
Ans. The average goos© flies at
ing
when
he
said
to
me,
“
Say,
you
lie °Toove a llitt’ie deeper?
had heard of two other cases on the
110 ft. per second.
Ducks vary ac
runner, do you snore when yov
Ans. This depends on how you cording to spdeites, the slowest be
same street where parties were over
sleep.”
I said that I did net know.
your rifle.
If you hold
the ing tbe Spoon Bill;, which, averages
come by auto gas.
“ For God’s sake and for our sake,”
^ at th© bottom of tine notch, £11- about 70 ft. per second, and the. fast
said
Ward, “ wait till we are asleep
Opposite
State
H
ouse,
Boston,
Mass.
^ the notcln deeper wi.ll make the est, the Bln© Winged Teal., Which
-Speed at Which Sound Travels.
before you creep in., because when
Offers room with hot and
Sound travels 1,100 feet per second
% shoot flower.
If you hold the flies 130 1’t. per second. Quail aver
cold water for $1,00 per day
you strike that knot, when your saw at the regular temperature of the air.
"!|d so that the top of the bead is age 75 ft. per second.
These are
and up, which includes free
ing wood, nobody is able to fall a- To travel eleven and a half miles at
*yel 'with tli© top of tbe .notch, then t’ e figures as quoted from Mr.
use of public showea: baths.
this rate it will take 55 1-5 seconds.
sleep.”
1will be necessary to file the notch Charles A skin® in. has book,
“ The
Nothin*} to Equal This in New England
The alarm was set for 4.30, and Suppose a side wind is blowing at the
and a!im to file off the top American Shotgun.’ ’
one morning I got up at 2.
I had rate of five miles an hour. This is
Rooms with private baths
tb© sdgfhit, which will have
the
about 440 feet a minute. This will
dreamed that I heard the ring of the
for $1.&0 per day and up;
of lowering th© whole
rear H. E. G., Bridgeport, Conn.
make an actual path width the sound
suites of two rooms and bath
alarm
clock
and
that
breakfast
was
I would highly appreciate any in
travels somewhat longer and the
'■git, thus making the rif’b
rUnoot
for $4.00 peT day and up.
ready.
I gave Frank a poke be time required will be between 58 and
’ower.
formation you can send me regard
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF tween the ribs and asked him for 60 seconds. Roughly then it will take
* Would th© Lyman combination ing a shotgun having the name of
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
some enlightenment on the subject. one minute for the sound to travel
front and reair peep sights
enable “ Moore & Son” stamped upon it. It
Send for Booklet
Frank
grumbled something, and I the distance of U% miles under these
I am
0D* to slhoot with more accuracy is a 12 gauge double barrel.
TCRER F. C R A F T S '
G en.
Manage
think he called me names,
after conditions
particularly interested in its original
ease?

A DUCK HUNT
NEAR BROWNING

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

WARNING TO
OWNERS OF CARS

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

i
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Where To Go In Maine
Lake Parlin House and Camps

H. P. SfcKEN N EY, P ro p rie to r,

Will be opened May 10, 1915. Beat of
Trout Fishing. Good accommodations.
Write for circular.
HENRY J. LANE,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.

RANGELEY, MAINE

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G

O TTER POND GAMPS

AT

John C arville’s Sam ps
at Spring Lake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores o f
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest o f spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in . the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance o f brook trout.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
suanmer resort. Telephone communications with
Milage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff, Me.

B la k e sle e L a k e C a m p s
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
A famous resort for anglers and hun
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Maine.

W EST EN D
HOTEL
H. M.

CASTNER,

P ortland,

Jackm an, Maine

THE CARRY POND CAMPS

YORK CAM PS,

P rop’r.

M aine

Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport*
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.

Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
ing and hunting. Send for circular.

GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
Caratunk, Me.

TRAPPING SEASON SOON BE HERE
I f yov want to know what is what in the Hunt
ing and Trapping line subscribe for the Trapper.
It is a $1.00 publication but if you act quick only
60 cents. Every issue is crammed full o f valuable
information on Hunting. Trapping, Fishing. Taxi
dermy. eto., that could not be obtained elsewhere
at anv price. Subscribe Now and Keep Posted.
S. C. Wellman, publisher. Dept. M., Huntington.
W. Va.
RANGELEY TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.

Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
July 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.

RANGELEY LAKES
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. W rite
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Bemis. Maine.

VIA RUMFORD FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fiy
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO.,
Upper Dam, Maine.

DEAD R IV E R REGION

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F.
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.

MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE.
AND LOG CAMPS.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’ s Hotel in New \ Heart o f the Rangeleys. B< at fishing regionEngland. Beat black bass fishing in the world, Special June and September rates. Booklet,
bast trout finning in Maine.
i
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON, Managers.

VAUGHAN CAMPS
The Spectacle Lake Camps, which are known
THE ATTEAN LAKE GAMPS
as the Jiibby Camps, have been purchased by
Unsurpassed fishing, hunting, canoeing, baih- me and are open for Fishing and H unting for
img and mountain climbing. Separate cam ns.fo r the season of 1915. An ideal family summer
all parties, with special accommodations foiisam- resort. Telephone connections. A most beautr
Mies. Sizteen trout ponds o f fly and bait fishing, ful climate during the summer months; cool,
even and invigorating. Finest Deer Hunting
and a never end o f rivers and streams.
Autom obile tourists wishing to visit A T T E A N in the State of Maine. Good Stream and Lake
CAMPS, may com e to Holden’s Garage, one Fishing. Ibices reasonable. For full partic
mile from camp, where m otor boat will meet ulars. addres»
parties. Map and booklet o f my territory on
FRANK R. VAUGHAN, Prop.,
request.
EU STIS.
M AINE
R U E L E. H O L D E N , Jackman. Maine

ROWE POND CAMPS"

W ar or no war
Pierce Pond Gamps

These camps will be opened in season
for the spring fishing. Everything at
tractive to be found in the Maine
woods, will be found here. Great fam
ily resort, from June to October, or
Belgrade Lakes, Me.
any time. Try it, and be sure you have
This well-known house will found the right spot. Write for book
open May 1st to the early fisher let to

will be open on time for large trout and salmon
Sshing. Best of reference4 furnished. Send
for circular. C. A. Spaulding, Caratunk. Me.

Central House

men, and the regular summer
business under old management.

M A I N E , A P R I L 1, 1915.

TEACHERS RETURN
FOR SPRING TERM
Funeral Services Held for Young

A re delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for autom o
biles. being a distance o f 122 miles each way .
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best o f fly
fishing the whole season T he house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences. such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. T he cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
tain clim bing autom obiling. etc.
Write for booklet.

P H IL LIP S ,

H. W. MAXF1ELD,
Rowe, Pond, Me.

BIG RESULTS
F RO M S M A L L A D S.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?
Look around and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms,
Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent,
mock or something else you don’t want.

Someone else is sure to want it

Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lester Ellis.
(Special Correspondence.)

Rangeley, March 30.—Miss Hildred
Robertson and Miss Marjorie Oakes
of Bates College, are guests of their
respective parents during the Easter
vacation.
W. Ei Twomhly accompanied hie
I O cdaughter, Mrs. James Spinney
to
l
i
e
n e n
Lewiston Thursday, where she»- will
receive medical treatment.
Mis® Katherine Nice was a guest
of Miss Beatrice Jones at
Auburn
It is sa d ly am iss n ev er to p e rc e iv e
the latter part o f the week.
h o w m uch su nsh ine gilds ou r m o rta l
d
a
y until th a t brig h tn ess is d im in 
The teachers returned
Saturday
ish ed.—C h ristin a R ossetti.
night and are at their respective
boarding plaices.
Mr. Vaughan at
D isa p p oin tm en t sh ou ld a lw a y s be ta
ken as a stim u lan t, an d n ev er v ie w e d
the Tavern, Mr. Amber at F. B.
as a d iscou rag em en t.
Cobily's, the Misses Jones,
Weeks
and Adams at A. L. Oakes’.
THE TIN CAN DINNER.
Mrs. Daniel Ross is assisting at
Time was when the old-fashioned
the potoffice during the illness of
housekeeper looked askance upon
Miss Susie Wilbur.
her who served a dish,
Mrs. Frank Badger lias so
far
or worse, a meal, from
recovered as to be able to resume
a tin can.
This preju
her duties in the Primary, school.
dice is gradually be
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fall are
coming removed, for we
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Murphy
find that many of our
foods are well tinned
for a few days.
and at a saving of en
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hinkley
are
ergy, money and the
again occupying their home on Al
most
important
of all, the time we
lien street.
may use for better things. —
Mr. and Mrs. Fern Philhrick have
Never leave the contents of a can
purchased the Irving Wilbur house
after it has been opened, but put into
on Upper Allen street.
a bowl or dish and set away in a
Misis Georgie.Watson is visiting her cool place. Many of the . vegetables
sister, Mrs. Hal Ellis.
are improved by pouring out and air
Edith, the little daughter of Mr. ing for a time before cooking.
and Mrs. Guy Brooks is quite ill
Through canned goods the house
wife of today may call upon the mar
with pneumonia.
Dr. F. B. Colby was in Lewiston kets of the world. Novelties in form
and combination are appearing each
Thursday.
Mrs. E. P. McCard returned home month on the markef. The pineapple
which in its perfect ntate is preserved
Saturday night from Boston. During
where it is grown and is so much su
her stay in Portland she was the perior to any that we can prepare
guest of Mrs. Harry Look.
bought from our markets. We may
Axel Tibbetts is at
Kennebago, have chicken in jelly, sweet peppers,
chicken livers truffled, chop suey
where he has employment.
Mrs. Nancy Mitchell is assisting or chili con carne at a moment’s no
in caring for George Young,
who tice.
A warm welcome is assured to the
still remains very ill.
Harwood Childs is at home from chance guest who drops in to a meal
Tilton Academy for the Easter re where the emergency shelf is well
stocked with canned food.
cess.
Soups of various kinds are always
Miss Freda Huntoon of Farming- good. Vegetables like corn may be
ton is the guest of her sister, Mrs. escalloped or served in a salad and
Asher Dauphine.
countless dishes may be evolved from
Leon Wright was at Kennebago on combinations of vegetables.
day last week on business.
Most home canned fruit is superior
Miss Prudence Richardson, Clara to the commercial variety, yet even
Rector, Mrs. Henry Badger and Ir that is an additional saving of time
ene Kemp ton are registered on the when we count the hours used in can
ning fruit. The half of a peach placed
sick list.
on a lettuce leaf with a few nuts and
Mr. and Mrs. Albert C.
Dunton.
a salad dressing makes a most at
left Wednesday for the enamel mill, tractive salad. Steamed in a batter
where they are employed by S. A. and served with the fruit juice or
Getcbell.
cream for a sauce, it forms a fine
Mrs. Lynwood Ellis and two child dessert.
Corn Scallop.— Into a buttered bak
ren were guests of Mans. Ellis’ par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Oakes a ing dish put layers of corn and but
tered crumbs. Pour over a cup of
few days- recently.
Mr. an4 Mrs. George Goodspeed of sweet milk and bake in a hot oven
until the crumbs, which should form
Wilton spent tha week end with Mr.
the
une top layer, are browned.
and Mrs. H. A. Furbish.
Mr. and Mrs. John Pillsbury are
receiving congratulations
on
the
birth of a son, March 27.
Autos and Roads.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Furbish,
Who
One of the great benefits of the au
have been at Atwood’s Camps for tomobile to the farmer is the fact
; the winter left to visit relatives in that where there are many automo
biles the roads will be improved. The
Malden Saturday.
J.
Emery Haley is at home frombest roads throughout many states of
the corn belt have proved this in the
Kennebago.
Mr. and Mrs. David Quirnby left last few years since the farmers have
been buying cars so freely.
Thursday for Kennebago, where they
will he for the remainder of
the
Cuiverts of Cement.
season.
The culvert made of cement is more
Rena, the only daughter of
Mr. often seen now than in years past.
and Mrs. Lester Ellis passed away The good road with good drainage
at her home late Saturday
night, and good culverts is a joy in every
season.

Abinet

Round Maintain bake Gamps. W n t e fo r fr e e
booklet. DION O. B L A C K W E L L . Proprietor,
Round M ountain. Maine

We have sold things for others, and we can do t h e
same for you. Rates one cent a word in advance.

MAINE WOODS,
Phillips, Maine

Both

Benefited.

If good roads from the producer to
Ham
the consumer were general the bene
S59. 90 Reward for evidence leading to fits to both would be considerable.
; the conviction of the peison or persons
j who recently broke into my camps at
Alabama’s Good Roads.
Alabam a in three years lias built
j Long Pond in Sandy River Plantation.
Lffl'-J m iles of good reads.
March 18, 1915. H. A. Haskell.i

To Let for the Season

Address, Classified Department,

after a long illness.
Last October
she was obliged to give up
her
school work on account of her health
and since that time all that could
be done to make her more comfor
table was done. Among her school
mates she had many friends and was
of a quiet and studious nature. She
was a member of the sixth
grade
and was eleven years and
seven
months old.
Funeral services were
held at the home Monday afternoon,
Rev. H. A. Chi lids officiating.
Mrs.
O. R. Rowe sang a beautiful selec
tion.
The parents have much sym
pathy in their bereavement.
Many
flowers were sent by loving friends. .

Bran Gems.

One egg, one cupful flour, two cup
|CO TTAG E ON RANG ELEY LAKE fuls bran, one teaspoonful salt, fhree
Also motor boat. In the heart of tablespoonfuls molasses, one table
j good fishing and hunting. Write I. W. spoonful shortening, one teaspoonful
soda, buttermilk to make a stiff bat
I MITCHELL, Range ley, Me.
ter, raisins may be added if desired.
IN THE RANGELEY REGION Bake 25 minutes.
I Saddleback Lake Camps, only one and onaj half miles from the railrtad and three-fourths
j mile from g iod auto load. Trout fi hing, both
|lake snd stream Kates 412 50 to $15 00 per week;
i $2.60 per day. Booklet and references, For
j particulars address

HKMON S. BLACKWELL,
Dallas, Maine.

To Make Succotash in Winter.

Take small white beans, soak tbern
12 hours and then put them on to
boil. When half done, add the corn
and let them boil until soft, when
add butter, salt and pepper.

HEAVY

BONDAGE OF CUSTOM

True Freedom Will Be Found to r
a Rare Gem, When All Thinos *
Are Considered. '

Freedom is a priceless gem-atlj
a rare one, also; for in spite of th
fact that we live in an age of reli*
ious freedom, freedom of the pre^
freedom of speech and comparand
freedom of our mode of living w
we are bound in various ways-^uch
ways that make real freedom rare
As a free-born race we could dress aj
we chose, eat as we chose and
live as we chose, providing we didHoi
encroach upon the rights of othera.
But this we do not do.
v
We dress as custom and fashiondecree— be it comfortable or not, ati
we are quite careful to follow'jj^,
ion’s guiding finger though our daily
life and from year to year. And iQ
we are not free—but bound securely
What that bondage leads" to may
seen any day on any street \%s
people pass by.
Then there is another kind of fre9.
dom that should he highly-prizedaij
sought for, and that is courteous free,
dom of manner. Many persons Bp
a rather lonely life simply because
they never considered gracioustess
as worth cultivating. "Gush” and
“splashing over” are unpardonable of.
fenses to our conservative world.
And yet there is a happy medimj
betAven that and the coldly critical
person. A little freedom is helpful
In all walks of life—for high orhi
as our stations may he, we are oft
common clay that must mold® to
time into common dust—for atej
century or two who could distinguish
dust of prince from dust of pauper!
It is worth while to bend a littleto be a bit friendly with the pilgrim
passing along the road of life.
we need each other’s aid aud vened
a certain sense of freedom in mat®!
and speech. Frozen faces were nw
conducive to happy hearts. link:
a little!—Dedham Transcript, j

Fa

SURVEYING
FOR GOVERNMElti
Civil Engineer Harold R. Cummicp
with a party of assistants from th
Portland office of the Maine Cenlri
Railroad went through Rumford to
Oquospoc last week to locate aspur
track from the main line at Macj Junc
tion to the shore of Rangeley Lakefor
the purpose of loading pulp wood for
the Rumford mills.®[The American
Realty Co., are back of the scheme::
is said. The track will be about one
haif mile in length.
A party of civil engineers have star
ed up over this division of the Xii)t
j Central Railroad from Rumford Jontion up through to Oquossoc to get dab
for estimating the reproduction cm
for thefgovernment. It will probably
take them the greater part of thesum
mer.
S U S B C R IB E
NOW
FOR
MAINE
WOODS AN D
R E A D ALL
T H E L O C A L NEWS.
t -'v

-j

Rangeley,
A beautiful estate of 200acres,
situated on the north shore o:
the upper Rangeley Lake, two
miles from the Rangeley L^e
House.
This estate has a frontage of
half a mile on the lake,

and runs

back three-quarters of a mileto
the County Road, and

commands

magnificent views of the lake.
On the property, which for the
most part is in a high state of
cultivation, is a

picturesque piece
fine springs.

of woodland and two

The property is fully equipped
as a farm, with a good farm
house, two barns, farming uten
sils and live stock, and is inex
cellent condition.

The proper!}

includes
the
famous “R088
Point. ” Terms reasonable.

Mrs. Lucy

H . Bowdoin,

82 Washington Square,
Salem, Mass.

M A IN E

MANY SICK ONES
ARE REPORTED

W OO DS,

Mrs. Wm. Goldsmith has been quite
ill tilie past week.
She is
cared
for by Mrs. Morrell Goldsmith.
Mrs. Foster and daughter,
Miss
Lou Foster returned to their home
at Boothbuy Harbor Saturday morn
Many will Attend the Interscholas ing, after spending a few weeks with
daughter and sister, Mrs. Edmund
tic Prize Speaking at Phillips,
R. Sprague.

P H IL LIP S ,

M A I N E , A P R I L 1, 1915.

fl

tra.
It is expected a Large crowd
will be present.
WHEN STOPPING ON A HILL
All are sorry to know that Mrs.
Simple Precaution That Has Been
Elias Porter is in very poor health.
' Hood’s Sarsaparilla Builds Up tho
Known to Prevent Many a Pos
Whole System— Makes Pure Blood.
Miss Patia Moores of Phillips has
sibly Fatal Accident.
finished work for Mrs. Bradford Beal,
That tired feeling that comes to
In leaving the car on a hilly street
who has nearly recovered from her
it is always best to head the wheels ; you in the spring, year after year,
recent surgical operation.
toward the curb at a slight angle so |is a sign that your blood lacks vi
A large number from town visited that if the brake should give way or
tality, just as pimples, boils and
Miss
Rachel
Hayes
of
Farmington
Friday Evening
Whsiley Cook’s maple syrup camps
was the guest of friends in town over Sunday afternoon and procured some some urchin should release it, the ! other eruptions are signs that it is
curb will offer enough resistance to impure; and it is also a sign that
Sunday.
nice maple candy.
keep the car from coasting down hill.
1your system is in a low or run-down
(Special Correspondence.)
Miss Bessie Webster,
who
has
Mis® Joues of Wilt an spent Sun It is well to observe, however, that
condition inviting disease. It is a
Strong, March 30.—Bernard Tooth- been teaching at Rumford, is enjoy day with her friend, Mrs. W. P. Hol in order to make this precaution at
aker, Chester Leighton, Clifton Tooth- ing a vacation with her parents, Mr. man.
She returned to her home all effective it is necessary to bring warning, which it is wise to heed.
the wheel into firm contact with the ^ Ask your druggist for H ood’s
aker and .Niel Luce are at home for and Mrs. Edwin Webster. She call Monday morning.
curb. For example, supposing the Sarsaparilla.
a week’s vacation from the Univer ed on several friends in town last
This old standard!
Miss Freda Mitchell returns to her car is facing down hill, then the front
week.
sity of Maine.
tried and true blood medicine re
school at Wilton next week.
wheels should be pulled away around
Miss Gladys Haines of Farmington
Rev. T. B. Bitler preached a good
so that they stand at an angle of at lieves that tired feeling. It cleanses
Miss
Sadie
Bates
has
returned
to
spent a few days in town recently sermon at the Congregational church
least 40 degrees. But after this is the blood, gives new life, new cour
her home for a much needed rest.
the guest of friends.
done the effectiveness of this precau age, strength and cheerfulness. I t
Sunday afternoon, from Psalm 24-10.
Ernest Chandler is working
for tion should be tested by allowing the makes the rich, red blood that will
Hubert, little son of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Ellie Richards of Farmington
you feel, look, eat and sleep
Ralph W. KnowLton has been quite visited relatives and friends in town Carle Mitchell sawing wood with, his weight of the car to settle gently make
better.
against
the
right
wheel
and
the
curb.
gasoline
engine.
Mr.
Mitchell
saw
¡11recently.
the first of the week.
Be sure to get H ood’s, because it
Release the brake slightly and let the
Charles Thurston has been a great
The Foreign Missionary
Society ed the wood for the schoolhouse the
is the best. There is no other com
car
move
forward
and
inward
until
sufferer from an abscess in his nose. met this week, Wednesday afternoon, .first of the week.
the wheel is forced tight against the bination of roots, barks and herbs
He is, however, improving.
Misses Emily and Alice
Takash curb and will go no farther. Then like it— no real substitute for it—
with Mrs. Ida Robbins.
no “ just-as-good” medicine.
Mrs. Fred Daggett remains in very
Rev. W. P. Holman preached a started Wednesday for Connecticut set the emergency brake.
poor health.
She is eared for hy ! very
interesting sermon
Sunday to visit their mother.
When the car is facing up a hill, do
Valando Lange of Pike is working not bring it within 18 inches or two
Mrs. Lucy Sweet of New Vineyard.
morning at the Methodist church.
The entertainment given last Fri- ! George Norton is spending his I in the toothpick mill and is board feet of the curb and then cut the CONCRETE SHUTS OUT FIRE
wheels to the right the maximum
¿ay night hy the base ball boys in |Easter vacation with liis
parents, |ing witli Mrs. Adel la Kersihner.
McLean's hall, was well attended,] Mr. and Mrs. John F. Norton. He
Mike Manson and Arthur Savage amount and allow the car to back Used to Conquer Flames Which It Is
Feared May Still Be Raging in
gently until the right rear wheel
aui much enjoyed.
The dance was 1will return to the
University of are in town working on the electric
Arizona Mine.
touches the curb and prevents the
lights.
The Meth,odist church has car from going any farther.
also well attended and both were a Maine next Monday.
financial success.
Miss'Gladys Lamhert has been ill recently been wired for electric
As a protection agaiAst a fire which
There are two things to look out for
the pa,st week and unable to attend lights and they are much enjoyed, as in cranking a' car, if your machine raged several years ago, and which
they are a great improvement over is still equipped with only a starter still may be smoldering, concrexe bulk
school.
LIFE GUARDS.
* „
Several from town went to Phillips the last method of lighting.
handle. One is to make sure that the heads have been constructed in some
of the old drifts and raises of an Ari
The Life Guards are two regiments last week and viewed the ruins of j Winfield Vining has recently pur spark is retarded when starting on zona copper mine. This was done
the
battery,
although
there
is
no
chased
a
new
piano
for
his
sen.
Much I
o! cavalry forming part of the Brit - ' the home of Mrs. Raymond.
danger of a back kick when cranking wherever the engineers considered
Ish household troops. They are gal- j sympathy is felt for her in her great j Randell.
that there was a possibility of danger
Misses Marion and Gladys Johnson the motor with the spark advanced on from a fresh outbreak of fire. Heavy
lant soldiers, and every local British j loss.
the
magneto.
The
other
point
to
re
Mrs. Edmund R. Sprague has been i have returned from their trip to member is that the low-gear lever iron doors were built in some of these
heart is proud of them.
Not only
the King’s household, but yours, ours, suffering from a severe cold the past Washington, D. C.
should not be engaged. Absurd as it concrete walls, to allow the passage
of the gases and provide access into
Miss
Marion
Bresson
will
spend
on
may seem, it is not infrequent that
should have its life guards.
The week.
the drifts. Concrete also is used to
week
longer
with
her
sister,
Mrs.
The
frieuds
of
Myron
W
itherell,
somebody
is
injured
by
being
run
over
need Of them is
especially great1
support the sides and roofs of a drift
George
D.
Porter
in
Johnstown,
N.
after
cranking
a
car
in
low
gear.
to j
when the greatest foes of life, d is -' are glad to know lie was able
and its raise which it was desired to
Y., before returning home.
There is no danger of starting the
eases, find allies in the very ele ride to Phillips one day last week.
keep open as an outlet for gases that
car
in
this
way
on
the
other
gears,
Quite
a
lot
from
town
are
plan
might form somewhere in the interior
ments as colds, influenza,
catarrh, I Hollis Holt of Phillips was in town |
but
on
lowr
the
mechanical
advantage
the grip, and pneumonia do in the Friday night and attended the base ! ning to attend the Interscliolia/stic is so great that it can he done with of the mine. This work shuts off
Prize Speaking Contest, which will
the old fire area completely from the
stormy month of Maxell. The best hall entertainment and dance.
out difficulty, and when the motor is
Mrs. Hervey Weflch and little! he betid at Phillips, Friday evening, warm there is a good chance of the new workings so that, in case there
way that w« know c f to guard awere an unexpected fanning of the
of this week.
car starting off in this fashion after
gainst these diseases is to strength daughter, Orra are stopping with her |
coals, the new flames could not reach
Mrs.
William
Lovejoy
spent
a
few
a quarter turn.
en the system with Hood’s Sarsapar sister, Mrs. Dana Newell. Mis- Orra 1
the other drifts, nor interrupt work
days recently with friends in Ranis
attending
school
here.
illa—the greatest of all life guards.
In them.—Popular Mechanics.
The friends of T. J. Pennell are! geley.
Cleaning of Oiling Systems.
It removes the conditions in which
Miss Mary Perkins, who is working
With most modern circulating oil
these diseases make their most suc pleased to see him out after his re
for Mrs. H. N. Luce recently visited ing systems it is not sufficient merely
cessful attack, gives vigor and tone cent serious illness.
INDIVIDUALITY IN ONE’ S PEN
to drain off the used oil periodically
Fred Richardson has recently pur relatives in Farmington.
to all the vital organs and functions,
Airs. Emma Hodgman of Phillips and replace it with fresh. While the
and imparts a genial warmth to the j chased a bay mare “ Mary Nelson”
flow' of oil from the pump will tend to Those Who Claim to Read Character
was in town one day last week.
Profess to See Ability Even In
blood.
Remember the weaker the 1of Walter A. Bradford.
The little baby of Mr. and Mrs. keep all passages on the feeding side
Illegible Writing.
system the greater the exposure to j The masquerade ball will be given
of the circuit free from obstruction,
its
Luce's i Dana Newell is gaining from
disease.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes |this Thursday evening in
the return passages, through which the
It was cared for by oil generally finds its way by gravity
A newspaper editor, a friend of
hall, with music by Dyer’s orches- ! recent illness.
the system strong.
Mrs. ELla Pinkham.
alone, are liable to become partially mine, wrote such a blind hand that it
Durwood Buzzell is working
for clogged in the course ot time. To was a byword throughout the office
Carle Mitchell and is boarding with maintain a proper feed to every bear and a terror to the typewriter. One
ing surface, therefore, it Is wise when day a Joker imitated perfectly his
Airs.' Fred LeBree.
cleaning out the reservoir, as should writing and signature and took the
C r o s s , F e v e r i s h C h i ld ji s B i l i o u s o r C o n s t i p a t e d
be done two or three times a season, scrawl, most of which was absolutely
B u c s ia ;* Forests.
to fill the reservoir with kerosene oil meaningless, to the editor himself,
\V>? are disposed to think of Russia
and run the engine for two or three asking if he would kindly tell what he
as < ’ »nd oi' limitless forests, but even
minutes. Afterward the case should intended to say. The editor was a
Russia has a serious forestry prob
be carefully drained a second time be trifle annoyed at first and started out
lem. I*or decades, according to a
with: “I don’t see why .you fellows
fore putting in fresh oil.
writer ia the Petrograd Novoe Vremcan’t read my writing; it’s plain
ya, Russia took no notice of the de
enough. Now, this—well, let me see,’’
Tendency Toward Smaller Tires.
struction cl' her forests. The ruling
and he studied over the deceptive
Among users of the larger and more scrap of paper for a few moments,
class, tb>- nobility, sold large parts oi
their
;od properties rather than luxurious cars there is a growing ten finally tossing it away and saying:
sell far-:ii bv d. They disposed of theii dency to the use of smaller tires in "That is a little blind, I must admit,
forests usually for sums so small that front than are mounted on the back and I can’t remember now just what
the brokers made from three hundred wheels—not, as might at first be sup I did write,”
to on- thousand : r cent on their capi posed of larger tires behind. The dis
Peopie who profess to read charac
tal. lu the end, the deforestation ot tinction is that the use of very large ter by handwriting seem to find traits
tires
in
front
is
considered
not
only
a
the
couwry
rsrn
med
such
threatening
Every mother realizes after giving her children
of unusual ability in samples of the'
proportions that the government intro |source of inconvenience and some risk most illegible writing, so If all wrote
Preble’s Laxative iSyrup that this is their idea
duced a foies: conservation law. “ But i in ordinary driving, but a positive plainly there might be less individual
. . . the destruction of the forests |menace in the event of a blown-out
ity In the world, i am tempted to
laxative, because they love its pleasant taste and
even now goes on at full speed. The |front tire. In the event of a blow-out
say what perhaps T ought not, as it
forests, which guard the very possibil j the greater the difference in diameter
it thoroughly cleanses the tender little stomach,
appears to be a slur upon my own
ity of mail’s existence in the North, Ibetween the inflated and deflated tires,
sex—that, in my opinion, the peculiar
are
rapidly
disappearing.
Firewood
respectively,
the
greater
the
liability
liver and bowels without griping.
and illegible writing of men is decid
is as necessary to Russia as the sea ia Df being guided off the road before reedly more characteristic than the
to the English or the mountains to Igaining control or applying the brakes.
meaningless weak and poor writing of
When cross, irritable, feverish or breath is bad,
Switzerland. One may regret the dis
a great many women. Whether a
appearance of timber, but in a large
Judge of handwriting would agree with,
stomach sour, look at the tongue, mother! If
degree timber can be replaced by
W om an’s Little Instincts.
me I do not know.
brick,
iron
or
oilier
building
materials;
These
little
instincts,
such
as
when
coated, give a teaspoonful of this harmless laxa
Our penmanship is something pe
but in the North, fuel, in the form of to run and when to stand and when to
culiarly
our own. Others may write
firewood, cannot be replaced.’’
hide your eyes and when to look over
tive and in a few hours all the foul constipated
in much the same way, but never ex
your shoulder germinate lu every ;
actly the same. Since handwriting is
waste, sour bile and undigested food passes out of
woman with her first petticoat.—Wom
so individual a thing, and to some ex
Kind and Generous.
an’s Home Companion.
tent an index to our characters, let
"Are you kind and generous toward
the bcwels and you have a well baby. When the
us hope that those who are quick to
your neighbors?’ asked the uplifter.
child has a cold use the laxative for a good inside
see what it denotes may always find
"I should say I am,” replied ATr. Cross
Strength of Character.
lots. “I let ’em listen to my phono
Strength of character is not mere some agreeable qualities.—Dorothy
cleansing is the first treatment.
graph every evening and never charge strength of feeling—it is the resolute Wayne, in the Philadelphia Ledger.
’em a cent.”
restraint of strong feeling. It is un
yielding resistance to whatever would
NOTICE.
disconcert us from without or unset
The Rothschilds.
tle
us
from
within.—Charles
Dickers.
Of course any attempt by an out
Every bottle guaranteed.
It takes the place
I hereby give notice that my wife,
sider at estimating the wealth of the
of Castoria. Try a bottle today and start right.
Rothschilds must be in the nature of
Annie W. Stevens, having left my
a guess, but there are excellent rea H E A L T H P R O M O T E S H A P P IN E S S bed and board, I shall pay no bills
sons for c o n c l u d i n g that the family
of her contracting after this date.
is worth at least $1,400,000,000.. *
Without health, genuine joy is im
Gbas. H. Stevens.
possible; without good digestion and Phillips, March 18, 1915.
regular bowel movement you cannot
A Food and Nerve Tonic
have health.
W^hy neglect keeping
“ I Don’t Fee! Good”
equently required by old age. We
bowels open and risk being sick and
drug sto r e
That is what a lot of people tell us.
lys recommend
ailing? Ycu don’t have to. T ake Usually their bowrnls only need cleansing.
*
00 Olive Oil
one small Dr. King’s New Life Pill
flg* £ £ £ £ Emulsion
at night, in the morning you wild
containing llypophosphites
have a full, free bowel movement will do the trick and make you feel fine.
aideal combination for this purpose.
We know this positively. Take one
and feel much better.
Helps your tonight. Sold only by us, 10 cent3.
R. H. Preble, Phillips,
appetite and digestion.
Try one
R. H. Preble, Phillips.
to-night.
larr’s Drug Store, Farmington.
M arr’s Drug Store, Farmington.

WHEN FEELING TIRED

Give Preble’s
LAXATIVE SYRUP*

Four Ounces For

P P C D T r> C
rK L D lX o

25

Cents

n LD C O R N E R r
U
*

Store

utexafill

Otd&dUeb,

M A IN E

10

W O O DS,

P H IL LIP S ,

M A I N E , A P R I L 1, 1915.

more, Mrs. Raymond Phillips, Mrs. |
LAST MADRID
Charles Hodgman, Mrs. Eugene Sim
Every mother likes to see her child
mons, Miss Hilda Huso,' Miss
Ber
March 29.
ren the picture of health and vitality.
nice Williamson, Mrs. Lorenzo Wy
The Oherton League was entertain
I find that the stomach is a
man, Mrs. W. D. French, Mrs. Wal
source of constant trouble
ed last Wednesday by Mrs.
Ray
lace Libby, Mrs. Frank
Hodgman.
to some children and there
Welts.
A fine birthday picnic din
Phillips, Maine.
is a constant need of some
District Meeting of Oddfellows to Refreshments of homemade candy, ner was served, the occasion being
safe remedy. A disordered
fancy cookies and tea were served.
the birthday of Mrs. Ralph Mc
Monuments, Headstones,
stomach, too, frequently
The afternoon was passed in doing
Be Held with Governor King
breeds worms, either stomLaughlin.
The next meeting will be
'Tablets,
Mantle Shelves,
Mrs. E. N. Carter and daughter, on Wednesday, April 7, with
Mrs. ■ri'rade Mark ach worms or pinworms.
Lodge, April 21
You
can
absolutely
depend
upon
Dr.
and
fancy work, each guest being invit Edgar L. Welts.
True’s Elixir to expel worms and tone
ed to bring her own.
J. H. Welts has recently purchas up the stomach, bowels and general Cemetery Work of all Kinds
Eunice of Jay are visiting Mrs. Car ed a nice horse of Hezekiali Hink- health.
{Special Correspondence.)
Dr. True’s Elixir, the discovery o f my father
ter’s sister,- Mrs. Lizzie Wilkins.
ley, and we understand he has has
been on the market for over GO years. That’ B
Kingfield, March 29.—Word
has
A reception will be given the Rev bought one of W. W. Mitchell of proof of its efficiency. Get the time-tried Dr.
True’ s Elixir, the Family Laxative and Worm
PHILLIP
ME.
been received from Temple of the erends J. A. and Anna P.
Bailey Tory Hill.
Expeller. Good for adults also. A t your dealer’s,
85c, 50c and $1.00. Advice free. Special treat
recent marriage of Leeman Brooks Thursday evening, April 1, at the
All
orders
by
mail
or
in
person
Robert Cleaves of Barnjum recent ment for tapeworms. Send for book.
to Mary Pickard of Temple.
vestry of Grace Unlversalist church. ly lost a nice horse.
promptly attended to.
Miss Ada Vose of New Portland
Embert Hennigar, aged 49 years,
Mrs. Raymond Cox of
Barnjum Auburn, Maine
X W cf
was the week end guest of her sis died Sunday, March 28, at his home was a guest in Lewiston a few days
ter, Mrs. L. V. Gordon.
at Bradbury Corner, following a long last week.
nebago are visiting Mrs. Furbish’s
The lecture an Buddha at Grace illness of tuberculosis.
The funeral
Wallace Virgin of Phillips was a paa*ents, Mir. and Mrs. G. F. Jacobs.
Universalist church Sunday evening services were held Tuesday
from caller at Andrew Keene’s one day
They are on their way to visit rel
h e a d q u a r te r s for everything
was much enjoyed.
Rev. A. P. Bail the Baptist church, and
were in recently.
atives in Melrose, Mass.
e y also gave as her scripture read charge of Gov. King Lodge I- O. O.
Ralph Virgin is the guest of his
in the h ard w a re line
Mrs. Lydia Dunham and Mcr. James
ing extracts from the
book
of F.
aunt, Mrs. Solon Mechaim for a short
Dunham
of
Madrid
visited
Mr.
and
Esther making a complete and pleas
Ellery Packard has been sick with time.
Lumbermen’s and Blacksmith s
Mrs. John Dunham over Sunday.
ing story.
We are sorry to. report that An
a lame neck.
Supplies, Doors, Windows, Stores,
Miss Dorris Wilkins will be at
The School Board are making ar drew Keene is not so well.
home the last of this week from U.
Tinware, P(umbing G oods, Sport
rangements to have a third teacher
FREEMAN VALLEY
of M. for ten days’ vacation.
in the High school.
ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Varnish,
STRATTON
Walter Bean and son Jasper
of
M.
D.
P.
Thompson
will
soon
build
Muresco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil,
Rumford are stopping in town for a
March 29.
a story and a half cottage, 20 by
few days.
Automobile
Supplies, etc.
The
farm
buildings
of
Nelson
Har
March
29.
The first degree was worked on 20, on the island on the south end.
ris
and
occupied
by
Mr.
Robbins
at
Tlie
snow
has
nearly
all
gone.
one candidate by Alhambra
Lodge It is expected that Mrs. Otis AlWe buy for the lowest spot cash
The stage from Eustis to Bigelow Salem were burned to the ground
K. of P. at their meeting Tuesday vord of Medford Hillside, Mass., will
prices and give our customers the
Saturday
morning.
Although
there
made
its
first
trip
with
a
wagon
occupy the building this summer.
night.
benefit of the same.
was a high wind at the time no other
March 24.
Miss Florence Begardis of Jersey
Mr. and Mrs. Na.tt Luce called on
At
this
Russell Brothers have finished saw buildings were burned.
Mrs. Edwin Thompson Sunday
on City is visiting Mrs. Chas. Chamber
writing the loss is unknown.
ing birch at their mill.
Arthur Cole of
their way from. Stratton to
New lain for a week.
Mr. and Mrs. Natt
Luce,
who
Ira Russell of Bigelow has moved
Wilton was also the guest of
Mr.
Portland.
have been cooking at the birch mill liis family back to town. Mr. Rus
and
Mrs.
Chamberlain
over
Sunday.
James McKeen of Biddeford
and
have returned to their home in New sell will work an the railroad where
Will McKeen of Lowell, Mass., visit
The Jenkins & Bogert
Company Portland.
lie has been working for the past
ed their sister, Mrs. Esther Thomp have a crew of 23 men sawing their
Mrs. Grover Leighton and two few years.
son from Saturday to Monday. Mr. season’s cut of lumber into squares.
children, Alice and Bion have re
Fred ColLins and family have mov
James McKeen purchased a
nice Tlie Company have bought and now
turned to Farmington, Where
the ed to Sallem onto the farm which he
Guernsey heifer of C. R. Vose which have in its yards about 3,300 cords
children will attend school.
recently purchased of Albert Oouary.
was shipped to his home.
of white birch, silver birch, and case
Bernard Taylor recently lost a
John Haines and family, who have
I. L. Elidridge nas recently put 50 lumber which have been hauled in
driving horse by getting its
Leg been living in Madrid the past winter
raised seats in the rear of his hail. this winter.
This is several hundred broken traveling along the road. ‘
ALSO
where Mr. Haines has been lumber
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Winter are in cords more than last year.
Just
Professor Harrington occupied Lan ing, have moved back onto their
New York for a week or so.
now they are sawing silver
birch der’s Halil five evenings last
F u r n i t u r e o f A ll K in d s
week
A post card shower was given to which, works better frozen.
They with moving pictures, vaudeville and farm.
Our mail carrier, R. E. Burns made
Mrs. Estelle Tufts Friday,
March have 200 cords of this wood. Besides
slight-af-hand performing.
He had his first trip with a wagon Thursday,
26, the anniversary of her birthday, they have a small quantity of ash
a good crowd each evening.
The March 25.
by members of the Eastern Star and and beech and 700 cords of white
P h illip s ,
M a in e
prize to the most popular lady was
Ira Russell of Bigelow spent the
other friends.
Mrs. Tufts is
re birch at Rand’s mill, Dead
and
River. awarded to Mrs. Peter
Cushman.
covering from a recent illness.
STRONG - MAINE.
Elmer E. Tufts, a member of the The prize for being the best waltz- week end with his family at their
farm.
R. E. Sproule of Farmington
is Company, who bas charge as man
ers was awarded to Mr. and Mrs.
Bert Pinikhain is sawing wood with
stopping at L. P. Hinds’ for a few ager of cutting and sawing is
as
Charlie Guile.
his gasoline engine.
days and assisting Mr. Hinds to put sisted in the present work by
his
The Senior class returned
home
The many friends of Mrs.
Rosa
in the plate glass window in L. L. son, Orren Tufts who does the scal
¡Saturday from a delightful trip to Cowan will be sorry to know she is
Mitchell’s new drug store.
ing.
Thomas Pinkham is head saw
Office over National Bank.
Washington, D. C.
They were ac on the sick liist.
Her daughter, Mrs.
Lineman Albert Andrews of Far yer, George Harnden filer, and
Phillips,
Maine^
mington was in town Thursday, Fri Frank Pinkham engineer. Eight hors companied by Miss Inez Grose, with Nettie Fuller is taking care of her.
Arthur Furbish was a caller In Both ’ Phones
day and Saturday inspecting
?.nd es are employed about the yard. Mrs. Howard Gilipatric, chaperon.
The village schools closed March Kingfield one day last week.
repairing the lines of the Farmers’ Mr. Tufts considers the situation of
27 for a two weeks’ vacation
and
Telephone Company.
the Jenkins & Bogert Company as
the
teachers
left
for
their
homes
J. BLAINE MORRISON
Mrs. Charles Chamberlain went to regards lumber in better
condition
MADRID
the next day.
Boston Friday.
than at any time in the past 15
Mrs. Thomas McCutcheon had the
Milton Wing is at home from Heb years, which is attested by the fact
misfortune
to fall on the ice
one
ron Academy for a vacation.
that tlie Company“*now owns or are
March 29. ;
Rev. C. J. Longley has returned interested in 12,000 acres of tim day last week and break her wrist.
Bion Wing’s address to the Madrid |Beal B lock . P h illip s F ire and L ife Insnrstiff
Andrew
Wright
has
sold
his
stand
from Caribou and services were held ber lands which as yet have been
in the village to Wallace
Scribner Sunday school on the “ Moral Influ
at the Baptist church as usual.
held almost whoily in reserve.
the
and
will
go
down
river,
where
he wil ence of a Sunday School in
The several! churches in town are
Community” was very ably present
The Huse Spool & Bobbin Com pan settle.
preparing for Easter exercises.
are sawing 2,000 cords, mostly white
Mr. and Mrs. Judison Willey will ed, being both interesting and in
Hon. Blaine S. Viles of
Augusta
structive, and was listened to by a
birch, which has been cut since move to Newport this spring.
d e n t is t :
was in town Thursday on his way
large attendance.
October 1.
Last year this
Com
Some
of
the
young
people
attend
to Dead River to look after his lum pany sawed about 3,000 cords. Ar
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 5.
Evenings bj
Master
Eliwin
Huff
is
visiting
at
j
ed the wedding reception of Mr. and
appointment.
bering operations.
His
company
thur Vose is head sawyer and G. A. Mrs. Glenn Viles at Flagstaff, Sat the [home of Miss Weymouth.
have cut something like 10,000,000 and Page filer.
Fred A. Richardson has been re UNION MARINE INSURANCE CO,
They strip into squares urday evening.
hope to cut about the same amount
elected Supt. of Schools for
the
20 cords a day or about five cords
LTDfr OF LIVERPOOL, ENG.
the coming season.
next year.
less than the Jenkins &
Bogert
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1914.
R. B. Taylor and family who have Company.
REED’ S MILL*
The children in the primary class
At both of these mills
$572.309 47
Stocks and Bonds.
been spending the winter in Farming- a large amount of slab wood is tied
55.362#
of the Madrid Sunday school
who Cash in Office and Bank.
318,962 S)
A
gents’
Balances,
ten stopped at the Kingfield House
were present every Sunday during Bills Receivable,
3.11921
up from the saw and made ready to
March
30.
Friday nigiht.
He was on his way
6,8966!
and Rents,
the quarter ending March 28th, are j Interest
ship to Lewiston, Auburn and other
44535
In
the
passing
of
“
Uncle”
Wm.
All
other
Assets,
to West Carry Lake to open
his
points. Most of the cut this year Dunham the town has lost an aged Evan Hinkley, Donald Hinkley and j
$958.116 09
Gross Assets,
camps for the coming season.
63.363 34
Deduct items not admitted.
for the Huse mill is from the Maine and highly respected citizen and one Hazel Dodge.
$894,74« 75
Admitted Assets.
C. F. Boyle went to Flagstaff Sat
Land & Lumber tract, only 100 cords who will be greatly missed.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1914.
urday.
Net Unpaid Losses.
$194,60523
being purchased outright.
Personal Ambition.
There
are
many
sick
ones
in
the
Unearned Premiums,
190.00059
Mrs. Gmer Durrell of Flagstaff was
Personal
ambition
is
a
quite
hon
At the R. C. Huse &
Company neighborhood, among whom are the
All other Liabilities.
26,646A
m town Saturday on her way to New
Cash Capital,
200,00000
orable
motive.
The
desire
for
approval
Bull Spool Mill 500 cords of birch families of Herman Sargent, Charles
283,69415
Portland.
and praise is something which nobody Surplus over all Liabilities,
Total Liabilities and Surplus,
$894,746 75
have been purchased and is
now Heath and Lester Rowe.
should despise. But a man should not
Thé District meeting of the Odd
A . G. EUSTIS.
being cut for storage. Business here
Linwood Stinchfield has been
on stake everything upon those; other Franklin,
Strong, Me.
Fellows will be held with Gov. King
has continued quite good throughout the sick list but is better at this wise, when his works fail to obtain
Lodge of this town April 21, and will
the winter with orders still on hand writing.
recognition he is disappointed. He THE TRAVELERS I N S U R A N C E CO,
include the lodges of Rangeley, Phil
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT.
should have in himself as his primary
for a short time.
At the Jenkins
“Aunt”
Syilvina
Wells
is
very
lips and Kingfield.
Carrabasset Remotive something which makes him
& Bogert mill the novelty business poorly.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1914.
She
will
be
remembered
as
bekah Lodge will furnish supper. The
independent of those things, some Real Estate,
has been much less than usual as the one who celebrated her
100th
Mortgage
Loans,
supper committee are Mrs. Vesta Dolthing which prevents him from doing
it also has at the Huse mill, which birthday Sejptember 6.
Collateral Loans,
all those little things which impede Stocks and Bonds.
bier, Mrs. Marion Berry, Mrs. Nora
was practically nothing for a year.
.Hazel
Webber
and
Clifford
Wing
Cash in Office and Bank,
public
work,
and
make
it
difficult
for
;
Barslow, Mrs. Bertha Taylor,
Mrs.
Agents’ Balances,
But the spool business is good now have returned to Phillips High.
men to work with others.— Sir Edward j Bills Receivable,
Alona Dolbier, Mrs. Mina. Lander.
and a general improvement is pre
Interest and Rents,
Grey.
Mrs. Charles Chamberlain gave an
All other Assets,
dicted.
NatwithsUndiig
business
MILE SQUARE
Gross Assets,
afternoon tea. at her home on High
depression it is to the credit of the
Deduct items not admitted.
THE
TRAVELERS
INDEMNITY
street, Wednesday from 3 to 5 o’
Admitted Assets,
$96,938,277 58
management of Kingfield’s
wood
CO., HARTFORD, CONN.
clock in honor of her guest,
Miss
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1914.
March
29.
working mills that" they have con
Net Unpaid Losses.
$ 943.871 ®
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1914.
Florence Bega.rdis of Jersey
City.
Master Coleman Webber was
a
Unearned Premiums.
6?,561 «
tinued operation with as full crews
$ 486,830 00 All other Liabilities.
Mortgage Loans.
83,466,344 m
There were present Mrs. L. L. Mit
recent
guest
of
Kenneth.
Kinney.
123,850
00
Collateral Loans,
5>00.00000
as possible.
Cash
Capital,
1,801.286 62 Surplus over all Liabilities,
and Bonds,
chell, Mrs. A. C. Woodard, Mrs.
7,453,500 g
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Furbish of Ken- Stocks
118,114 22
Cash in Office and Bank,
$96,933 27ÍW
Hartley Sprague, Mrs. Bradford Gil35.963 67 Total Liabilities and Surplus,
Interest and Rents,

Sick Children Made W ell

ALL MILLS BUSY

AT KINGFIELD

No. Franklin
Marble Works

Mrs. W . B. Hoyt, Prop.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Phillips H ardw are Co.

Puffs,
Mattresses,
•Pillows.
C. F. Chandler & Son,

E. C . H iggins, M. D.

A ttorney - at - Law

D r . W . J . C a r te r ,

GIVES INSTANT ACTION

Strength comes from well digested
and thoroughly assimilated food.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla tones the diges
tive organs, and thus builds up the
strength.
If you are getting “ run
down,” begin taking Hood’s at once.
It gives nerve, mental and digestive
strength.

If Y o u
E. H. Whitney, druggist, reports
that A SINGLE DOSE of simple buck
thorn bark, glycerine, etc., as com
pounded in Adler-Lka, the German
appendicitis remedy, stops constipa
tion or g a s on the stomach IN
STANTLY.
Many Phillips p eop le
are b e in g h e lp e d .

are troubled with heartburn,,gases and
a distressed feeling after eating take a

D y s p e p s ia
T a b le t
before and after each meal and you will
obtain prompt relief. Sold only by us, 25c
R. H . Preble, P h illip e .
M a r r ’s D rug Store, F a rm in g to n .

154.904 82
All other Assets,
ARTH UR G. EUSTIS,
Gross A ssets."
$2,720,94933Franklin.
Strong. Me.
Deduct items not admitted.
112,55902
Admitted Assets
$2,608,39031
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1914.
Net Unpaid Losses,
342,86177 Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar Pulpp
Ubeamed Premiums,
639,06567 wood wanted, delivered at any
All other Liabilities,
55,98084on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R- «•
Cash Capital,
1,000,00000between Farmington and Rangeley ano
Surplus over all Liabilities.
570,48203
Total Liabilities and Surplus,
$2. 608,390 31 between Strong and Salem.
A . W . M cL e a r y .
ARTHUR G. EUSTIS,
Franklin,
Strong, Me.

5 0 0 0 Cords

Phillips, Me,

M A IN E

WOODS,
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EUSTIS

year he earned $25.00 in this village
in making repairs on sewing
ma
y s -p e p -le ts
chines.
Next he had a desire for
an automobile, bought one and after
Made only by C. I. HOOD CO.
a while sold it and bought another,
Lowell, Mass.
and at th,e time of his death had a
Especially to correct sour Has its share of the proof that kid
stomach, to give digestive
steam truck.
He also did
repair
comfort, and prevent heart
iwork on gasoline engines for wood
ney sufferers seek.
Dose: One
sawing machines and was the owner burn and indigestion.
Backache? Kidneys weak?-'
crushed in the mouth and swallowed
of one of those also.
slowly. An almost immediate effect,
Distressed with urinary ills?
He had always helped his father sweetening, comforting, and reducing
Want a reliable kidney remedy?
on the farm until last summer when “ that lump,” and promoting digestion.
Don’t have to look far. Use what
he felt he would like to get out to Get a box today. 10c„ 25c. or $1.
Phillips people recommend. Every
work for hiniisieif and went to King- Remember n u c - n o n .l a i - c Take no
the name P y S p e p - l e t S Substitute street in Phillips has its cases.
field where Ire was employed in the
Here’s one Phillips woman’s experi
mill for about five months, but his Basfcet of flowers, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
love for his home and parents never win T. Parker; red and white pinks, ence.
ceased and during the whole
time Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Savage;
Let Mrs. Alorzo Record, of Pleasant
Road, tell it.
She says: “ I cannot
he was there lie never went
over pink roses, Mr. and Mrs.
Selden say too much in praise of Doan’s Kid
three weeks without coming home, Keene; pinks, Mrs. Rose
Kilgore; ney Pills. They are the only remedy
and many times making the trip on calia lillies, Mr. and Mrs. Dana With that ever gave me relief from backache
his wheel.
Finally his father per am; daybreaks, Mr. and Mrs.
A. and kidney trouble. I had suffered so
suaded him to come home to be with B. Grover; crimson pinks, Mr. and much that I was discouraged. I had a
very lame and sore back and it was
him and this he did in the
early Mrs. C. E. Parker, Mr. ancl
Mrs. hard for me to stoop. The secretions
fall, and for a while worked in the Glidden Parker, Mrs. Mary Parker; from my kidneys were unnatiiral. I
mill of the International Mfg. Co. harp, Janies Ross, Nathaniel Stew had heard a great deal about Doan’s
Kidney Pills and finally got a box at
ir Phillips.
ard, Reginald Hinkley, Daniel McFay- Cragin’s Drug Store (now Preble’s
In December, 1914, he went to the den, Fred Voter, Alfred
Wilbur, Drug Store.) They aoon relieved me
barn to help his father with the Frank Hood, Lin wood Sweatt, Ches and it wasn’ t long before I was cured.”
chores and as he went up-stairs to ter Fairbanks, Carl Beedy,
E. J. Price 50c, at all dealers. Don,t sim
pitch some hay down to the cattle, Knight, Geo. Huff, Brlon Hood, Clif ply ask for a kidney remedy—Get
he struck a beam with his head ancl ford Cushman, Lamont Bean, Hazen Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same that
from that time on occasionally would Sweetser, Mertqn Barden, George Mrs. Record had. Foster-Milburn Co.,
Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
speak of his head bothering him and Adams, Charles Phillips, Arthur Al
that it had never felt just right from drich, Whitman Toothaker, Francis
the day of his injury.
He enjoyed Fari.ham, Frank Davis, Geo. Grover,
Daily Thought.
the work on the gasoline engine and W. H. Austin, Edna M. True, em
It is a good thing to be rich, and a
was employed thiis winter with John ployees of the International Mfg. Co.
good thing to be strong, but it is a
and Frank Adams sawing wood. On 22 daybreak pinks, Mr. and Mrs. Ar- better thing to be beloved of many
Monday, March 15, he had
been dene Pease, Alton Pease,
Almond friends.—Euripides.
working hard with them all day and Pease, Ada Pease, Angie
Welts,
at night complained of not feeling Agnes Pease, schoolmates;
NOTICE.
pinks,
very well when he went home with Mr- and Mrs. Alfred' Morton; bouquet The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
them to settle for the work
done, narc i ss cu s, Mrs. Emma S be pard; bou been duly appointed Administrator of the estate
of
preparatory to entering the mill of quet pinks, Arthur Shepard; 22 day
George W. Mills, late o f Salem,
the International Mfg. Compaaiy, with break pinks, tied, Mr. and Mrs. Fred in the County of Franklin, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
whom he had hired.
On the way Davenport; white pinks; Mr. and mands against the estate o f said deceased are de
down he lost his rubber and went Mrs. Frank Savage; daybreaks, Hol sired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
back to find it with Mr. Adam’s lan lis Holt, Joseph Steward; White immediately.
Edgar Wills.
tern.
He was gone longer than they pinks, J. H. Byron and Miss Elm a March 16. 1915.
thought was necessary and Mr. Adam Byron; pinks, Mr. and Mrs. George
NOTICE.
started to look for him, knowing he Bean; pinks, Guy Cushman; pinks,,
had not been feeling well that day, John and Frank Acfams.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has
been duly appointed executrix o f the last will and
but he had not gone far when he
testament of
found the young man lying in, the
Remedy for Croup.
Jeremiah Morrow, late of Kingfield,
road and unconscious, but he had
Beat the white of an egg to a stiff in the County of Franklin, deceased, and given
as the law directs. All persons having de
not reached the place where he had froth, then sweeten a little and add a bonds
mands against the estate o f said deceased are de
Give a tea sired to present the same for settlement, and all
lost his rubber.
He was removed little pulverized alum.
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
to Mr. Adams’ home and Dr. E. C. spoonful every ten or fifteen minutes immediately.
vacation.
until
relief
comes.
Elizabeth S. Morrow.
Higgins was summoned, who did all
Mr. and Mrs. George Ricker visit
March 16. 1915.
SELDEN KEENE PARKER.
he
could
to
restore
him
to
conscious
ed at Phil Wyman’s Sunday, March,
Beauty Is in the Ideal.
O0
ness.
Dr. C. W. Bell of Strong was
PROBATE NOTICES.
To live with a high ideal is a suc At a Probate Court held at Farmington, in and
'
j Selden Keene Parker, the only son
called
in
consultation
but
all
that
zaba Davis has gone to Farming-1 of Bdwtn T and Lizzie Witham Parkcessful life. It is not what one does, for the County of Franklin, on the third Tuesday
could be done by medical aid
had but what one tries to do, that makes of March, in the year of our Lord one thou
ton to work.
; er, was born at their home in Avon
been tried and he was removed to the soul strong and fit for a noble sand nine hundred and fifteen,
The following matters having been presented for
on February 27, 1893.
From early
his own home Tuesday morning career.—E. P. Tenny.
|the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is
infancy he was frail and it followed
hereby ORDERED:
SALEM
where he passed away that
night
That notice thereof be given to all persons in"
him through, his short life, his parI terested, by causing a copy o f this order to be
from hemorrhage of the brain and
j ents ever looking for the many
published three weeks successively in the Maine
NOTICE
without regaining consciousness.
March 29.
| Woods, a newspaper published at Phillips, in said
Ichances of favoring him and consid
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has County, that they may appear at a Probate Court
Selden was a young man, of unus been
Roland Plaisted ljas moved
back
duly
appointed
executrix
of
the
last
will
and
i to be held at said Farmington, on the third Tuesering his weak temperament, which
ually good habits, loved by all hfs testament, of Frank E. Bradbury late of Dedham j day of April A. D. 1915, at ten o’ clock in the
fromKingfield.
N orfolk and Common Wealth of Massachusetts forenoon and be heard thereon if they see cause,
i rendered him incapable of carrying
associates wherever lie was employ in the County o f Franklin, deceased, and given David B. A bbott late of Rangeley, deceased, peG. K. Berry has moved his family
Iout his ambitious and doing
the
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de j tition for 1,cense to sell real estate, presented
ed, by his schoolmates and
class mand
iramthe village back to his farm..
s against the estate of said deceased are de j by E E. Richards administrator.
work which otherwise might
have
sired
to present the same for settlement, and all
mates and by aill with, whom he
Mrs. E. M. Dolbier has returned
indebted thereto are requested to make payment Edward O. Wood et als of Phillips, minors, first
been demanded of him.
j account of guardianship, presented by Therisa
came in contact, and he. was never Immediately'
tome.
Her daughter, Mrs. Lillian
A1)c. F. B„ db„ y. L. Wood guardian.
He attended the common schools
known to speak a cross word or
Nickels is spending her vacation with
Levi Cushman late of Eustis. deceased, first acMa-ch 16.1915.
in his town but owing to his being
j count o f administration, presented by Peter H.
make a saucy reply to his parents
ter.
Cushman,
administrator.
frail his further education was not
NOTICE
in the whole of his short life. The
Fred Soule has a full crew at his
j Flora E. Cushman late o f Weld, deceased, first
pressed, yet he was a fine scholar
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has |account of administration, presented%>y John G.
memory of the vacant chair,
the
mill now sawing birch squares.
been duly appointed administrator of the estate Cushman executor.
and always showed a desire to gain
constant looking for his return home
|Anna C. Hunter late o f Strong, deceased, first
Rev. C. E. Dotey of Lowell, Mass.,
o f Benjamin J. Burbank, late of Strong,
what learning he could from the
the County o f Franklin, deceased, and given account of administration of Theron B. Hunter,
with his ready smile and bright and in
«as in town this week; also
Rev.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de executor, presented by Philip D. Stubbs adminis
teachings of the master in charge of roguish brown eye, will always be mands
against the estate of said deceased are de trator o f the estate of Theron B. Hunter.
Gardner Wills of Anson.
sired to present the same for settlement, and all Delia C. Dodge, late of New Vineyard, deceased,
the school.
cherished by those who loved him indebted thereto are requested to make payment first account of administration, presented by E.
The buddings owned by N.
P.
Early in life he showed a tendency and who had always been with him immediately.
E. Richards, executor.
John B. Burbank.
Harris and occupied by Roy
Rob
Moses Davenport, late of Phillips, deceased, final
March 16, 1916.
to some musical talent and took up since his birth; and the
account
of administration, presented by Daisy C.
sincere
bins’ family were burned
Saturday
Davenport, executrix.
the study of the violin, gaining what sympathy of all the community is
Carrie Brackley. late of Phillips, deceased, peti
forenoon.
Most of the furniture
tion for distribution, presented by Walter S.
knowledge he could therefrom and extended to the bereaved parents and
People Ask Us
Toothaker, administrator.
tod the automobile was saved. The
on which the late Dr. JOlin F. Hil only sister, Mrs. Gibarles B. Savage, What is the best laxative? Years of
Edward P. Vining, late o f Weld, deceased, second
Ere caught by a spark from the
and final account o f administration, presented by
ton helped him a great deal,
His in their sudden bereavement and experience in selling all kinds leads us
Clinton E. Vining. administrator.
to always recommend
chimney on the roof.
first appearance before others than
Marshall B. Lander, late of Freeman, deceased,
great affliction.
for administration, presented by Benja
members of his family was the even
(S id ^ y d ie & > petition
Funeral services were held at his
min M. Lander.
March 21.
ing of the 29th, of March 1899, when late home in Avon and where he as the safest, surest and roost satisfac
Llewellyn I. Dudley of Eingfield, minor, petition
The fanners of Salem and vicinity
for license to sell real estate, presented by H. S •
tory. Sold only by us, 10 cents.
a number of friends gathered to help had always lived, Thursday afternoon
Wing, guardian.
have formed a Farmers’ Co-operative
Annie H. Snowman, late of Rangeley, deceased,
celebrate the 29th wedding anniver March* 18th, at 2.30 p. m„,
R. H. Preble, Phillips.
Rev.
petitition for probate of will, presented by Elmer
Society with Edgar Wills as chair sary of his parents, when he played
Snowman.
Marr’s Drug Store. Farmington.
Weston P. Holman of Strong offic
man and J. E. Taylor as speaker. three selections.
The company was
T'be last meeting was at the town so well pleased with his playing that iating, who spoke comforting words
to the bereaved.
The floral offer ^ii!i!iii!iiii[iiii[i!iiiiiii!itiiiiiiiii!iii!iiiiiiiii!i!iii!iiiii!iiiii!iii>iiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiini'i'i'iiiiiii'i'iiiiB!i!i'i'i'i'i'i'i'i'i'innnnH'iHn'inHnn'i'i'i'^'i'in^ii
ball, Thursday evening.
Rev. Taylie was encouraged to play in Phil ings were many and beautiful and 8=5
'°r gave a chailk talk on cows. An lips village, his
first
appearance
orchestra consisting of Alwin Adley, there being at an entertanment. given showed the high esteem in Which the
re
fat violin; Lynwood Reed, 2nd violin by the Ladies’ Social Union, and phe young main was held, and the
mains were laid to rest in the fam
s»d Edna Harris organ,
furnished
young laid then was only six years ily lot in Evergreen cemetery
be
toisic for the evening. They played
old.
He loved bis violin and kept
trots, one steps and three selec- constantly practicing on it, and neath, the mass of beautiful flowers
contributed by loving relatives and
lons from the Hi Jinks opera, Mr.
learned to play with his mother for
Following
Taylor selected the following supper the music at dances and other enter friends of the deceased.
is the list of the floral tributes:
tommittee for Thursday
evening: tainments.
He, with three
other
% Ed Wills, Mrs. W. S. Lovejoy, boys in this town, formed an orches
No Use to Try and Wear Out Your
Ch,as. Harris, Mrs. L. C. Ells- tra and were called upon many times
Cold it Will W e a r You Out
worth, Mrs. W. S. Dodge, Mrs. Arto play for dances and school enter
Instead.
'blr Jones.
A good
supper of tainments, and considerable
praise
and brown bread were served was heard for this orchestra for the
Thousands
keep
on
suffering
tod 60 piairtook of it.
Coughs
and
Colds
through
neglect
fine music they sent forth.
While
Mrs. Wesley Tash has organized a he was in KingfieM last summer he and delay.
Why make yourself
'ass ________-______________________
in Sunday school known as the was also made a member of
the an easy prey to serious ailments and
'
Peerless orchestra and his violin still epidemics as the result of a neglect
Coughs and Colds
sap
A Ok
remains there where he left It when ed Cold?
ycur
strength
and
vitality
unless
he returned to his home early in the
checked in the early stages.
Dr.
fall.
He also showed some talent as a King’s New Discovery is What you
Your
mechanic and began when he was need—th e first dose helps.
only 11 years old to work on sewing head clears up, you breathe freely
Buy
machines, clocks, or anything in the and you fe e l bo much Abetter.
Will Relieve Your Indigestion
machinery line that needed some little a b o ttle to -d a y and start taking at
R. H. Preble, P h illip s .
work, and in, the spring of his 13t-h once.
Marr’s Drug Store, F a rm in g to n .

“ Ever Ready Class.”
They
are
doing lots of good for the church,.
One thing they are now working for
__
March 29.
is
to furnish furniture, bedding, etc.,
We have been having some heavy
for on« room at the Salem
camp
Uarcli wind for the past few days.
grounds.
Misses Edna Harris and
School closed here Friday, March
Ola Hayford aire getting up a soap
36 for a two weeks’ vacation.
order to get the white iron bed for
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Fotter recentsame.
¡y visited Mrs. Fotter’s parents, Mr.
jnd Mrs. Myron Stevens at Chain of
INDUSTRY
ponds.
Mrs. Malvina Day has gone to New
Yinayard to visit her daughter, Mrs.
March 29.
fill Rice.
Ohas. Wilson is illl at the home
Mrs. La/ura Ricker has returned to
o f Marshall Smith.
her daughter’s, Mrs. Phil Wyman’s,
Grace and WLlibur Smith were in
jfter visiting in town with her son,
New
Portland Sunday.
George and wife.
Seneca Luce and George Collins
B en jam in Durr ell had two
shocks
last week and is failing.
He is 92 have each purchased an automobile.
rears old.
His daughter, Mrs. Eh
The Queen Esthers will meet next
ienWhite is helping care for him.
Saturday, Afpril 3, with Misses Ruth
Blaine S. Viles, Mayor of Augusta, and Martha Emery.
vas in town recently.
Esther Badger started Thursday
Mr. Mitchell of Rangetley was in for a visit with friends in Wilton
¡own a few days the past week do- and Win thro p.
¡rgsome plumbing for William Lo-ckSeneca Luce and George Collins
yer.
have been packing apples in Madi
Jack McGee has gone to work for son.
They shipped a car
load
lie Spencer Lumber Company.
from that place Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
Douglass
E. W. Bigellow, who has been
children have gone to Chain of pastor of the M. E. church at West
Poads to live, instead of tine Kibby. Millls for two years will enter Kent’s
They are going to live at the farm LIU Seminary at the beginning
of
mth Mrs. Douglass’ parents, Mr. and the spring term to finish his college
M
rs. Myron Stevens.
preparatory course.
Mrs. Clinton Henderson is
sick
Mrs. Henry Oliver and daughter
vitha bad cold and sore throat.
spent the week end in NorridgeMrs. George Ricker and Mrs. Laura wock.
Bicker visited Mrs. Laura Ricker’s
Mrs. Benj. Rackliffe has
been
sister, Mrs. Mary Whittier at Eustis elected Superintendent of
Schools
Ridge one day the past week.
for 1915.
Mrs. Mary Fotter has moved back
C. H. Collins is working for Sen
toher home in Stratton.
eca Luce.
Miss Olive Taylor has returned to
Lincoln Badger lias nearly 1,000
her school at Farmington.
trees tapped and lias installed a new
Helon Taylor lias returned
home Grumon evaporator which measures
fromPortland, where lie has been 5 by 12 feet.
attending Business Cofllege.
Misses Edith Stewart, Laura Pat
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Berry and baby terson, Ruth Emery and Vera Smith
of Stratton visited at A. L. Taylor’s are home from Farmington High
one day the past week.
school for the spring vacation.
Miss Stella Fotter lias gone to
Mrs. Kate Chapman spent
last
Farmington to attend the
Normal week in Madison, the guest of her
school.
daughter, Bertha Beror.
Miss Rena Davis lias returned to
her home in Auburn through
her
OBITUARY-

Every Street in
Phillips

|
|

I

Brighten Your Home
And Make It More
Attractive.

WALL PAPER
For This Purpose In
Great Variety At

I C. E. DYER’S,
STRO N G ,

M A IN E .

j
|

|

M A IN E

12

W OODS,

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

P H IL LIP S ,

M A I N E , A P R I L 1, 1915.

TORY

HILL

THE SHOPPING CENTER OF PHILLIPS

March 30.
In
Miss Mabelllip Hutchins,
who is
to
Rumford,
Monday
for
a
few
days.
Mrs. Linwood Haley amd daughter,
teaching in Augusta, is visiting her
GARMENTS, DRY G O O D S, SHOES AND ROBBERS
James Spencer is employed sever parents, Mr. and Mrs. C'has. Hutch
Christine returned home
Monday
Maine ins and friends on the hill for a
from a week’s visit with, friends in al hours each day at ehe
Woods office as feeder.
Gardiner.
week.
Mrs. W. M. Nelson and daughter,
Mrs, Nellie Puller and daughter,
Miss Stella Hutchins of FarmingIrene are in .Portland for a
few Mis® Rose of Rangeley, who have ton was an over Sunday guest
of
weeks, guests of her sister,
Mrs. been with their daughter and sister, her parents, Mr.
and Mrs.
Chas.
Mrs. Harold Libby, returned home
Frank Jones.
Hutchins, returning Monday
noon,
Miss Guistie Kemp ton left for Port the latter part of last week.
Miss
Eleanor
accompanying
her
to
Mrs. Joseph Barden of Farmington
land Thursday morning, where she
Falls has been visiting relatives in resume their studies in the FarmingLARGE
SMALL
TALL
SHORT
will consult a specialist for her ear
ton State Normal school.’
and eyes, which have been troubling Phillips the past week.
Harold Hutchins, Miss Ada Smith,
The Jr. O. U. A. M. meet
this
her for some time.
Our coats are designed to meet the requirements of
Friday evening at the Grange hall, Miss Mertie Cushman and Mrs. Ber
Don’t forget the monthly business at 7.30 o’clock.
They are having nard Taylor were also- Sunday gueists all types of women.
meeting of the Federated
church good attendance at their meetings, at xMr. and Mr®. Hutchins’.
next Monday evening at the Parish taking in seven at the last meeting
Sizes 14 to 18 and 34 to 45
Miss Patia Moores and Clarence
House; also to bring your
supper
and having as many more to
be Huff, who aire working at Strong,
and join the. other members for a worked.
A lady from Weld came into our store this winter
There will be a supper. were guests Sunday of the latter’s
social hour at the tables.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wlm. Moores.
and said: “ I bought a summer coat of you last year and
Let all come.
Lew M. Nobile of Bowdoin T6 is
Miss Inza Moore has returned
Pearl Rams dell of Weld was in
it wore so well that 1 am going to buy a winter coat of
spending the Easter vacation with a
town last week, the guest of
his from Madrid, where she has recently
friend in Peabody, Masis.
you today.” That is the way we like to hear our custombeen visiting. aunt, Mrs. A. W. Bean.
¿Mrs. <Les.ter Bean has returned to
Mr. Emery Moore, who has been ers talk about the goods.
Howard True of Bates College is
We try to buy and sell goods
Phillips from a visit. to her parents
at home for the Easter vacation. His working for his brothers in South
that give satisfaction.
in Princeton, Me.
season,
friend, James Ballard, a Sophomore Strong during the sapping
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Beedy mov
has finished work
and
returned
at Bates accompanied him.
ed this week from the rent in, Mrs.
Compare the $7.98 coats sold by city mail order h o u s e s with
Miss Kathleen Noble, who has been home.
Eva Tpothatker’s house to the house
the
coats
that we sell for $7.50 and see which are the best. I
Wilson Sargent of Madrid was the
visiting her friend, Miss
Florian
owned by H. H. Berry and known as
Wheeler in Rockport; returned home guest of Howard Gates the first of
We have coats and suits this spring in prices to suit all,
the Dana Austin house.
the week.
Saturday.
Miss Ruth Austin returned to the
Coats
$4.50, $5, $6, $7, $8, $9, $10. $11, $12, $13, $15, $1?
Clyde Hathaway was a
Sunday
The friends of A. W. Bean
will
Normal school at Farmington Mon
Suits
$8,
$9, $10, $12, $13.50, $15, $20.
S
1
guest
in
tllie
home
of
Emery
Moore.
day, after passing the vacation
at be sorry to learn that he has not
Miss Patia Moores is working for
been
as
well
the
past
week.
heir home in Phillips.
Vinton Hough is home from Busin Mrs. Bradford Beal of Strong for a
Messrs. S. G. HalJey and D. F. Field
short time.
were in Rumford the first of the ess college at Waterville for a short
Miss Marion V. Sargent, who has
vacation.
He is accompanied by his
week on a business trip.
been .working for Mrs. Will E. Gates
Mrs. Lydia Cooper of Eureka, Cal,., friend, Miss Myrtle Green.
has finished work and returned
to
has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Bthelyn Beedy is at home the home of her father, Samuel Sar
C. H. McKenzie the past week. This from Bath, for a short vacation.
gent in Phillips.
is Mrs. Cooper’s first visit to Maine.
Ea.ster sale at the Parish House,
Mr. and Mrs. Will Gates
were
She has been in Boston and vicinity 'April 3 at 2 o’clock, by the Social
callers in the home of D. W. Toothfor several weeks.
Service club.
aker recently.
We are sorry to re
Miss ElliZie Oldham of. Farmington
Mrs. Russell of the Hilton House port that Mrs. Toothaker is in very
was the guest of Mrs. D. F. Field
was in Farmington for the afternoon poor health.
Tuesday night.
Miss Marion Smith, who has been
Monday.
Mrs. Miabell Ployt returned
home
with her sister, Mrs. Carroll Russell
Mt.
Saddleback
Lodge
will
work
from Portland Monday night, where
for a short time has returned home.
she was' called on account of the the second degree on six candidates
We are glad to learn that Mr. Rus
next
Tuesday
evening,
April
6.
Re
illness of her daughter, Mrs. William
sell is recovering nicely and is able
Best.
She reports her as entirely j freshments will be sreved.
Bert Haley has moved his family to walk with the aid of a crutch.
recovered from the illness.
Miss Dorothy Smith, little daughrents
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. McKenzie and into one of Selden Keene’s
) ter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smith, who
their guest, Mrs. Lydia Cooper, went : on Main street.
has been visiting her grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Savage of Avon
P . S. All
and telephone orders
free.
has returned home.
NOTE.
A.
R
.
Sedgeley’
s
Rock
Maple
Syrup
at
our store $1.25.
Mrs. Geo. Hood, who suffered
a
slight shock recently
is
gaining
slowly.
Mrs. Bernard Taylor returns
to
her home in Kingfield
Wednesday,
March 31., and will be at home to
friends on Salem street after April
14.

The Sedgeley Store

mail

To the Men

who will buy suits this Spring let
us show you those beautiful
Blues, Grays and Browns at $15.
Warranted all pure worsted fab
rics, tailored in first-class manner.
Other suits in fancy mixtures,
$7.50 to $18.00.
Balmacaan overcoats $10.00 to
$15.00.
We have the agency for the
Royal Tailors and can have a suit
made to your measure at $16.00
and up. A few of the last year’s
samples made to your measure as
low as $12.00.

At The Clothing Store
D. F. H O Y T ,
N o .

5#

B e a l

B lo c R ,

P h illip s,
/

M e.

FOR DRESSES

Serges, Crepe Chiffon,
Percales, Ginghams,
Lawns, Etc.
I

WEST FARMINGTON
March 28.
Leo Hunt has been helping B. C.
Hardy sawing wood.
Mrs. Hammond has been assisting
Mrs. Ralph Ellsworth with her work.
Mrs. Ernest Butler has been visit
ing friends in Fhililips the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Simmons have
lately purchased a fine grafonola.
Miss Reta; Ridley recentlp spent a
week With friends in Vienna.
Ruel Barrett returned last Monday
from Lewiston where he has been
visiting friends.
Mrs. Frank Lynch and child
of
Rumford have been visiting her grand
mother, Mrs. Libby and aunt, Miss
Mittie Libby.
John McDonald of Knowlton’s Cor
ner has moved into a tenement in
Marshall Dinsmore’s house.
Mrs. N. R. Whitemore has
been
sick with the grip, but is better.
CHinton Parker of Green, who for
merly lived in Farmington has been
visiting old friends in town.

4 Per Cent Interest
Rates of interest on the
best grade of bonds and
notes are higher than they
have averaged for the past
ten years. This in turn
enables this bank to pay
more interest to its depos
itors.
Beginning Dec. 1, 1914,
and until further notice,
4 per cent, interest will
be paid on Savings Depart
ment Accounts.

Agency for Universal Steam Laundry
Open Saturday Evenings.

delivered

Phillips National Bank
PHILLIPS,

MAINE

B u tte ric R

P a tte r n s

in

S tocK

S. M. HOYT, I
A G r e a t Line
Breakfast Foods, Teas, Coffees, Cocoas
N o . 2, B e a l B lo c R , P h il li p s , M e .

T O O T H A K E R ’S

I
ij

CASH

“ ]
A N D FIR
Pulp wood delivered at
Try
j
any point on line of Sandy
BREAD
:
PEELED SPRUCE

jW A R D ’ S |

River and Rangeley Lakes
Railroad.
HALEY

| 3 Loaves for 25 Cents j

l

at

¡ B

E

STORE

Wanted

l o o k
MY

F arm ers* Tel.

A

&

F IE L D

Phillips,

Maine

»

N

T

^Phillips,

“l i
Delicate Children

usually only need a food tonic to make
them
uem strong ana
and ne
healthy

O liveO il
| | E m u ls io n
containing IIupophosphilcs

is not only the best food tonic but is
pleasant to take. Sold only by us.

R. H. Preble, Phillips.
Marr's Drug Store, Farmington.

I

High Grade

Watch Repairing
WE DO A LOT
BECAUSE
WE DO IT WELL

A. G. CRONKHITE,
PHILLIPS, ME.

